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Arabic into Latin in Spain in the 12’ century, and it was one of the sources
of the Istikmdl. No other traces of the Optics are to be found in the Islamic
world before 1300. Thus one may well ask whether some of the 12thcentury

Latin translations of scientific texts were made from manuscripts that had be
longed to the library of Al-Mu’taman or from copies of such manuscripts. This
question cannot be answered at present, hut if the answer is affirmative, Al
Mu’taman had an important indirect influence on the development of science
in medieval Europe, even though his own work, the Istikmãi, was not translat
ed into Latin.

2 . Survey of the Istikml

The most itnportant evidence for the identification of the four above-
mentioned manuscripts as parts of the Istikrn& is the description of its con
tents by Ihn ‘Aqnin, Following his recommendation of the IstikrnJl, which has
been quoted above, he says:

lie IAI-Mu’taman) divided it into five species. The first species is about
number; he mentioned in it what Euclid mentioned in the seventh, eighth
and ninth (book) of his hook (the Elements), and also what Thãbit ibn
Qurra mentioned in his treatise on amicable numbers. The second spe
cies is on the properties of lines, angles and plane figures, not in combi
nation, In it he mentioned what Euclid mentioned in the first, second,
third and fourth (Books of the Elements), and he added problems to this.
In the third species he mentioned the properties of lines, angles, plane
figures, and much (more) knowledge. lie mentioned in it what Euclid
mentioned in what is known as the Book of Data and also as the Book
of Assumptions. In the fourth species he mentioned what Euclid men
tioned in the eleventh hook (of the Elements). In the fifth species he
mentioned the combination of solids (with) plane (surfaces). We have set

out here the contents of the hook, in order to show that its name Istik
mal (Perfection) is appropriate for what is denoted by it.8

‘[‘he four manuscripts in Copenhagen, Leiden, Cairo and Damascus contain
overlapping parts of a work that is divided into five “species” (anwJ) as indi
cated by Thu Aqnin. This work is therefore the Istikmdl, The ‘species’ in the
manuscripts are further subdivided in a complicated way as displayed in Figure

The first and second species are divided into “sections” IJuh. The third,
fourth and fifth species are subdivided into “species of species” anu’a’ al’anwi),

See A I Sabra, lie Of t’ o i/rn al.lIa- them, vol. 2, lxiv
Arabic text in I lebrew ebaracters in Giidentann, 28 29, transcribed in Arabic clsarauters
in ms tpc’r “l)jeo’.er\” 4’) 50, note 4. German translation in Güdemann, 87 88.

which may, in turn, be divided into sections The sections arc indicated as white

and shaded rectangles in 1’gore 1. Each section w specd.s o ‘secies) contains

between 8 and 47 propcslti s which are 1 heir I in A ahad nota ion

in the margin of the mane use . lot “npu

tion 15 of the second s he tI ird of I spe is a ad

41.26 for proposition 26 c irst spc at’ sos LI ch i

not divided into sections s se exprc s such es 32 for the

second species of the third a cies and tic n 21’ Li first sectic t f

the second species.
Figure 1 also illustrates whtch parts of the lctrkma/ have come down to us

in the four manuscripts in Copenhagen (Ky, I eiden 1 . ‘alto ‘C) and Damas
0 . Icus (Dl. \\ e will not he con.e”ned with t at’ manuscripts ( Cairo, Dat al.

Kutub, Mutafã I fidil Riyada I , lb.7b an ‘° Dam’ /ihirtyya ‘3mm

5648, which contain the I ‘ s on i nl t of this pipe

is based on the two o I a s i ipt K i Is on these

manuscripts are in irde
K ° is Ms C openhager a Libt ar 82 1 ii moos undatec

manuscript is densely ssrmtlen Maghribi t c X c’ssei ‘a An i :crips. and there

are between 27 and 32 lines to a page. ‘fht names ot m h letters detotitgpoints

in geometrical figures are written out in full in the ti’xt l’un’. the points alif,

etc. in the figure are consistenthi denoted Nv the name “a/il”, “idI’” etc.

in ti-c text, not by the let terc a/if and ha themseis Cs Nb s p ictice was used

infrequently in Arabic inam is n order 2 1 s rib 12 I’he sci Dr

of K understood ‘a hat hc ‘a ng, as i by i I it tdllig ni

remarks which he wr itt t r srgin e 1 3 some art’

of the text, for example c i s 1 acre a a sad narginal iefer

ences in a much smaller a c x sting () I h, LI 2a ther arc. a

few C reek words in the margi s. ‘a Inch mciii. tc the simbJt t. the species tl’ at

begin on these pages. The handwriting of liar se (2 reeL ‘s to 2 suggests that they

were written in the Renaissance to later, N3 R ‘Ac stern in’ upean scholar. I

do rot understand for what reason these Greek cc o’Js s’ added.

Manuscript K once contained the tic e spec’ ot ; hi. 1ct in their ontire

ty, hut many 1eves art n and ii’ its t , c re rehe ‘a

an absurd order aol nut at c 1 128 1 s I tnt ta e ti

manuscript cc nsists A 1 a t i s par ‘ I (2 ins strn,
of ti e follo’a ing pages’ — 2 I c 74

K , Cata/onr, 450; :.c r, s” no. 13 1 . -

and not 41, a 1 err’r’.’ si’ ,— tse,) ,n
‘A (21, 100.
On this manro ript, see COOK 1 04 (‘.

‘o: Kriorr moit”8 thC slOt ,‘ .1 d1 ‘,ti” .0 ‘itt ‘ -‘ 0 51’O ‘ it ‘I
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f = 79-92; g 93-95 + 113-120 (the plus sign means that the text on f, 95 con

tinues on f, 113); h=53 only, i=54+72+734 55; j56+52+57+96-112;

k= 122-127+ 121; 1=128 only. Fragment a, which contains a large part ot spe

cies 1, will he discussed by Djebbar. The contents of the other parts of K are

given in Chapter 5 of this paper.

L is Ms Leiden, Universiteitsbibliotheek, Or. 123/1. The first 78 leaves

are a continuous fragment, corresponding to the last part of section b and the

full sections c and d in K, plus the gaps between these parts. Leaves 79 and

80 are another continuous fragment 14, which corresponds to another part of

b in K and which should therefore be placed before what is now the first leaf

of L L is written in a clear and large naskhi script, and there are 20 lines

to a page. On average, three pages in L correspond to one page in K. In the

upuer margin of L the scribe wrote “seventh” on f. 50a, “eighth” on 1. 60a

and “ninth” of 1. 70a. This suggests that L consists of quires of 10 pages, and

that there once were 20 pages before what is now the beginning of the

manuscript.

5

/\
51 52

b d e I g hi j kl

Only thc gaps in K between b and cand between c and d can be filled

by means of L, so 9 gaps remain. One can more or less estimate the damage

1 counting the number of propositions In the manuscripts K and 1, 269 propo

sitions f species 2 5 ate cx 0 ifs lull sr in part hat p ar -1 the sum

maries n the present papti) t at en 51 t r o vi as Ihc is m

her of lost propositions nia3 seek be corisiderabl highei In 1 a. 1 have

estimated the length of the missing parts.

We now turn to the con s ii & lstik a, I ‘Ii p ss c ie n

arithmetic. The other four SI t.Clti are a self-c mat cci t ansi an ri- giometry

Species 2 and 3 are about plane geometry. ill the as ord I Al-Mu’taman

“on thi properties of lines nglc so 3 pin Jigs is ‘ I is It enec is that

the lints, angles and plane ui nit. as is hi ‘
ems 2 an I

“in combination” in species 3 As a matter af tact sp ems 2 cal.lains no the

orems on ratio and proportions, like the firs tom Books o P ue’i’ Elements.

Species 2 s divided into t s an sectS is ‘a u 0 eom ‘try of

straight lines and rectilinear ipus a. a so sec non 2 a ii arith the gc

ometry of circles.

Species 3 is in turn divi I d i th ci’ P l th theors

of proportion, consists at h. 1 ii t g cc cp rt on o

Book V of Euclid’s Iilemecrs. section 312 on theoi5’m, ,uic cu .lstructions In

voh’ing proportion and rectilinear plane figures, mu sOOt I which is a

potpoi rn of theorems c Is It us B n t. r it

Species 32, on commensi ablt and i scorn sas its i abl in, at ii s, is dividcd

into section 321, on the ihessrr of itt ational rnagr bush . ‘I Bool X of the Flu’

ments, and sectioi 322 rn attn iii and hr ion 1 us1 ‘ii ii Its of trian

gles anti sides and diagois us i gi Ia p at ag

Species 33 consists of section 331, on theotems ku aeon trh m1 analysis, in

the si’ Ic of Euclid’s Data, soil eet ion 332 ol as iso P ‘ ‘Is a sos ill pmt is cx

tant, containing loctts tilt’ a

Species 4 and 5 deal with let c srn tr i it’, is lot ha ed i to ii e

species. The extant part of secies 41 is abot t element ira u ems on lutes,

angles and planes in space in Book Xl c t as’ /uw is ‘ a 42 is dis id

ed jut section 421. on g ,n so a I c is still )fl 422

on spherical triangles and splwrisal ti ariss e sal iigot Cs 10 3 c sfl

sections; these were part of ereom”trv ho use tifl’s su in’ ‘ r iiscc’tl by cut

ting a plane with a conc o It , hat t i &‘ i si fig ate

Section 431 is basically an asu a t of Boo I I of a C ac, I ‘\p allot is.

and section 432 deals whIt slti’Iecl mat icr ot Comcu \ VII a a \‘l. the quad

rature of the parabola ncJ , toe r lot I t in cm iii ii ‘ the ivpei 1 us

Ia anti ellipsi

H On ibis man Isiript, see \ u,orhoeuu’, 432, I)’ (loeje, 238239, no 2646
14 WIts n I seroie my first rm or ihe Istzl’mdl (1986), 1 diii not vat realize iii ii I C1’ttslsiS

II Nan ly 211.2115, 411
is,mv been molt’ prop i

4 I I
1 I I a 1 41

IST1KMAL (FIRST GENUS)
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Species 5, “on the combination of solids and their surfaces”, is divided into
species 51, on solids with plane surfaces, and species 52 on solids with curved
surfaces. Species 51 begins with section 511, entitled “on the preliminaries which
play a role in the theories that follow”, and containing constructions by means
of conic sections. The beginning of section 512 is devoted to volumes of
parallelepipeds, pyramids, prisms and the inscription of regular polyhedra in
a given sphere; the end of the section is missing. Species 52, which is not divid
ed into sections, as about surface areas and volumes of cylinders, cones, spheres
and segments of spheres. In the Greek geometrical tradition, a theorem on the
volume of a solid was always expressed as the equality between two solids,
so all theorems on volumes appear in species 5 “on the combination of solids

The general subject of all sections is clear, hut many details that one would
like to know are missing. Nevertheless my summary is already more accurate
than that of Ibn ‘Aqntn quoted above. His description of species 3 is superfi
cial, and he mistook the subjects of the “species of species” 41 and 51 as the
subjects of the complete species 4 and 5.

According to some of the titles of the species, the five species were part
of the “first germs of the two genera of the mathematical sciences”. No trace
of a “second genus” occurs in the extant manuscript material, and lbn ‘Aqntn
sa’,s that Al-Mu’taman divided the lstikmJl into five species, without reference
to any genus. Therefore it seems that the second genus was never written. This
is supported 1w a statement of the anonymous author of Al-Dim al-.”JaPrn, a

or l5acentury classification of the sciences studied h; JJ. Witkam 16,

to the effect that the lstikmd] was an incomplete work. Under the heading “ge
ometry” the author says:

I have not seen until now a book which includes these parts (twelve subdivisions of geometry that he has just mentioned) completely. Al-Mu’tamanibn I hid, may God have mercy upon him, intended this in his book calledLtikrniI, and he was capable to do so. But the time was not given himto complete it, so he made an end to it.

‘sXle can only speculate as to the planned contents of the second genus. Al
Mu’tamari may have wanted to include branches of mathematics that had not

°‘ \X’itkarn has shown that the Dun- aI-Nasrn was plagiarized before the middle of the 5°’eentuls rom the lnhad al-Qdstd of the Egyritian scholar Ibn al-Akfäni (4. I 3414 There
are a few differences between the texn in the descriptions o some of the natural sciences,niloding grometry. See \Vitkam. 254.264 lhr al-Akfani also mentions the Itikmai andsass that the 1snAmai is incomplete, hut he does not give as touch detail as the authorol the Dim- al N’airn (ci Witkam, 205 and the Arabic text in Witkam 54 1721)Mv translaicr of Ms leil,n or aSS, I 2331

been treated in the fit genus such as algebi a and t igi tiC tin trs I torn the
title of section 511 we infei that the sole tion of tl e “oblett of 4jhazen in
this section was “necessars in the theocies that 1oiicss ‘ As fat as wt can judge,
the solution is irrelevant to tin rest of species S o Ms ‘ man probably
wanted to use it in the proposed second gcnu5 a hick t bet i-f on. must have in
cluded optics. This rna3 epi tin tAr fact that th I ha mi t sile I Kitäh at
Istikmdl wa-I mand;ir (Book an Perfection an I Opt cs) b ltr historian Al
Maqqari The presence at a theorem front the 4 ‘k I II ci MI 22 sug
gests that Ai-Mu’tamnan als n aiuted cc in du Ic iii ron in v in tit se ond genus,
in particular solar and iiatttt ir thee is

I now comment on Al Mut irnan’s c las itt vie on of in iii mitt s Ito genera,
species, species of specie a cl cc iot 5. Getuit a I pe w a of [inn terms,
and the idea of classifne it atkeruaties ti it’ a n a’ la’ i be is 1nspired
by ai-Fiirãbi’s discussion f rtthm ti tnt] g art t t’ I sstfieation if
sciencs. Al Fárãbi say

The study of all titi (g n tic try i H 1 n: s I at )t them one
studies each of ii en U e ge mc trtcal c lc pt r: ci S nl as the
stud of lines separ’ tel cc surfaces r’p ira ci i uc ci se separatek
In the other (way), m e studies them and their [I op nit s it he case where
they are u combination (‘inda ma rudaju it ‘daM i,a l.a dis ‘I hat is Its
say, one compares if et tc o uc anothet and one mclii ltetr equality,thetr difference or otM ptoptrttes ( i o e so. t n at I rio ngc s them,
such as if one p sit in a sd artange a ii ii s itt cc a surface in

solid or a surface ‘n t sur ac-c r lit i d

Nobody other than Al hi t t tman seems to nave’ at c tn1.c ci a detailed
philosophical classification cal ge memt y as s the 1, t’f ia A nc us Ic attire
of the classification is the distinction between things lost . t con bin’ition (m’
p/-apr iddfa ha’diiä flat I-a jI vet sits the same t stiu s ‘it v ala •ta Ii t “ (l’i-haisib
idt/’a ha dihat flat ha ‘din) in he itt es of species 2 and 3, set tt n 421 and 422
and sections 431 and 432 respec iv ly Spec es , su ape e Is at Ii es figur ‘S
and cim:le not in conthinat an ‘ontijis the tells fl s mire than inc line
or more than one circle o otis. Mo ‘t I he ils ot na t me e tu olv ii
ho or aroportion, but this s sot al va s tie ea e so 4 j’ lie ‘s i 4 combirta
lion im the title has a m rc gt let’4 itt ailing is it t an 0 ml t’ is ett an 421
allegedly about circles on a pl I U itt iii ia at’ ci’ t ci tens 421 3
and 421 -i ott two and tAre i ‘isl 5 aim ‘u pin !O 5 [15 it e I s se tie s

8 Al-M lq4arl sol. 1, 206 Ii I C
See a -Flr3h, Arabic text, 5 iii ti xi I I ,,a, sic 1 C I ‘‘‘5’s 2 cv
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Euclid, Islementt Book 11
Book 111
Book IV
Book V
Book VI
Book X
Book Xl
Book XII
Book XIII

21.2629
22.1-4, 22.7, 22.9-16
22.19-20, 22.22-25
3111-9
312.1-13, 313.14
311.10, 321.1-22, 24-25
22.21, 41.12-22, 421 defs, 512.1-5
2226, 313.21, 512.78, 52.2-5, 52.9
21.29, 21.31-32. 321.23, 322.4-5,
322.g, 322,10, 512,10-13

“Book XIV’ (by I Ivpsiclcs
Euclid. Data
Ptolemy. Almagest Book
4lrnagect. Book 111
Almagest, Book XII
Apollonius, Conies, Book

Co,’zics, Book 11
Conies Book Ill
Conies Book V
Conicc. Book VI
Conies, Book Vii
Archimedes I1easui’crnc ii t ‘

Archimedes, On the Sphere ace! (yhneer,
Book I
Book I
Eutocius, commerttar on h edes’
On the Sphere and Ci’lindes, Bc (‘k 11
Theod sius, Spberzcc
Menelaus, .Sphcricc
Book I
Book II
Book 111
Banö Musã, Measurement ol [‘lane
and Spherical Figures
Thabit ihn Quria, On ii
-I ransz’ ,‘sal Theoreni
TIdbit ibn Qurra, On the
Sections of the cylinder
Ihrühim ibn Sinari, Meacurt’wc c’
ol the Parabola
Works of lbn al-ha) that
(In Analysis and Synthesc
On Known Things
Optics, Bool \‘

Material clue to al Mu tam en the rot
22 8, 22.17, 22.18, 22.27, 2,?, 40. 12 2 3,
13 3) 333 30 17, 31’ In 2 , Hi
431 16, 331 32, 332. I 2 Ia
52.5, 52.8.

322 °

31

22
31 18
431 lefs 4l
44 tin ft

431 34.15 3
431 Ii, 51
4L I

432 11 ii

432 -, Is)

3(3.11 12 ‘H s H 0

52 1 , t

5111, I.S
4 Id 1 3. o 9

422 3 8
42 5
4L I

322 H

1 12 s51 15 4

3 5

421 and 422 are better characterized by saying that section 422 is on triangles
and transversal figures consisting of arcs of great circles on the sphere and sec
tion 421 is on other theorems on circles on a sphere. here A1-Mu’tarnan tried
to force his mathematics into a philosophical framework, and the same is true
for sections 431 and 432. According to the title, section 431 is “on the gener
ation of the (conic) sections and on their principal properties, not in combina
tion”, and section 432 is about “the properties of lines, angles and surfaces
d.c. surface areas) of the conic sections, in combination”. It is difficult to see
how the contents of Books \‘, VII and VI of the Conics, which are summa
rizecl in section 432, involve some sort of ‘combination’ that does not already
play a role in Books I, II and 111 of the Conies, which are summarized in sec
tion 431. Thus it seems that Al-Mu’taman classified the material primarily ac
cot ding to source and deductive structure, and then provided the two sections
with their nice but meaningless philosophical titles. The placement of section
511, “ott the preliminaries that are necessary in the theories that follow”, seems
to have’ been determined solely by the deductive structure. Section 511 must
come after the theory of conic sections in species 43 and theorems 511.1 and
5 11.8 are necessary in 512.9 and 52. Ii respectively. Thus Al-Mu’ taman’s
philosophical classification of geometry did not really work in detail.

We’ now turn to the sources of the lstikmal. It has already been pointed
out that there is nothing else than straight mathematics in the text, and like
Euclid in his Elements, Al-Mu’taman makes no reference to other authors or
to other sources. As’a matter of fact, he consulted many sources, and some
times one can establish literal agreement betwen long passages in the Istikmcii
and other (earlier) works. In most cases, Al-Mu’tarnan summarized or modi
fied his sources, but the relationship is still clear. The sources may have been
listed in a preface to the Jsiikmal which has not come down to us.

I now present a table of all sources of species 2-5 of the Is’iikmdl that I have
Iseen able to identify, together with the numbers of the propositions which are
based on these sources.

1”
‘tilt

I 10

1) Iii

2”

.21 1

422. it), 12

45 ef

-42 1821

SL Ii. 13
3d114 is HO 1-4

Ii
(1 ii - H (1 6) , 2 (,

51 H, HO 4 . is 14 i-s.
in 433 ‘

1 4 1 1 ‘ 512
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References to editions and translations of the above-mentioned sources are
to be found in the bibliography at the end of this paper. The way in which
the sources are presented or summarized shows that Al-Mu’taman had mastered
most of them to a much higher degree than many other ancient and medieval
editors and commentators. The list of sources is incomplete because many propo
sitions are missing and also because al-Mu’taman probably used sources that
are now lost or have escaped my notice.

3. Medieval Arabic revisions of the Istikmãi

The lsfikrnal is historically very interesting, but the work is a disaster from
a didactic point of view. Various medieval authors seem to have worked on
revising the lstzkmil, I now list these authors and what information 1 have about

their revisions.
1. Maimonides (ca. 1135-1204, see DSB, IX, 27-32). lbn al-Qifti says in his

I Iii tory oJ the Scholars (Ta ‘rikh al-I lukamã’) under the heading MOsã ibn May
mon (Maimonides).

The fourth section of the irsi spec les of toe ktzf’ss, ii

hers, arid it is basically the realise of f.rabit
In his marginal notes ii ‘t S yr 48 0 ft ii n

three specific references to propositionc in hic Ibmal.
a. On f. 1781,, in the mar irr if the Addit ws t ‘-c ‘)a%

Ahü SahI aI-Kühi GAS, V, ii 7 lit i

Liese two rule art pr ed n opc sir i r S of ei
3 of species 3 of 9(1 h ok so
in Mathematics

o sicabie num

nba rv S

x Euclid) b’t

cbs binJ
‘Se ft eric n

lie revised the Book Istikmdl of Ihn ihid on the science of mathemat
ics. It is a comprehensive, beautiful book, which needs verification. Sohe verified it and corrected it, and it was studied under him. 20

One extant mathematical work is attributed to Maimonides, namely his notes
to the Conies of Apollonius, including Book Viii of the Conies as restored by
Thn al-I laytham, From these notes Maimonides emerges as a mediocre mathema
tician who could verify a mathematical reasoning step by step, but who did
not have deep mathematical insights 21, Nevertheless, Maimonides could have
clone much to make tire Istikrnal more accessible: he could have added defini
tions, cross-references and references to sources and he could have made the
reasonings less concise and more comprehensible by comparing them with their
sources, etc. It is theoretically possible that tire version of the Istil’mcii in the
tour extant manuscripts is the edition of Maimonides, but in view of the con
ciseness of the text (and also fot a priori reasons) it is much more likely that
the text we have is the original version of Ai-Mu’taman.

2. Muhammad ibn jawbár ibn Sartaq al-Marãghi. This otherwise unknown
matlienratician wrote remarks in tire margin of the manuscript Istanbul, Ava
Sofs’a 4830, in 727 and 728 11. Al). 1327-1 328) in tire Nizámivva madrasa

(ho a) .Qifti. 1) lines 15.

See I logendi k. (.‘ompiei1o: of ii’,’ (),n:c,. 12 124.

in Baghdhd 22, lIe wrote n 1 1 t . 1 is I habit rho
Qurra on amicable numbers

Exactly this treatis is r itti n in ii Bc ik tff 21
1 lüd, khalif of Spain tAndal rsL 1 have c Eted ii nA
mdl (Perfection). It is t) ft irib sect ion if the it
nierical (propositions) Aulr r imad ion S to ii or

o God the Sublime, r dir ed rt.

Mc taman ibn
I have called ii 1k-

c I it on no -

iii i s I necd

The rules in question are pros e4 in I.rrclid flab 1OO s I . , and also
in the Istikmal, 331.5 in tills ClSC the prapeslion nrlnii’eI lilt ‘° ‘he lrtskmai
and the Ikmdl is exactly ti rggt g a. t I uc’ diff r
substantially. Muhammad ibis lawbar c-nanged tire term ‘‘p crc species’ to
“class of species” (s2if al-now win h i cot I 0191) .10 m I 05 I sent This change
in terminology shows that t i so xl ni miii or Is nt 1 k s ii and
not the Thmdl.

h. On I 102b, in tire marg’ of ii But 4 / Is ?sfs m / M ri/dali
of Aqattin, he says:

This is by tire third r sit’ ‘I i I 1 s tn Is is I s c -

des of the Boo) 11 mi1
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tiic ci cii ire r i , I s it xl

in which Elements VI, pro)’ rs used This tin are ii is ‘
) Istsf’m 7.

The doe 72 is ele.iriy iegiile ::,cl,,,inii’l ii i&,t

is the 2 tc ol sop)rng ii :1- t.’ nil nan xi ip
Arab e test in my pope I is ‘ ‘S

- lot details, see my paper ).i ,. .
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312.3. Therefore it is likely that the reference in the margin should have been
to the second section of the first class of the third species.

c. On f, 169a, he wrote in the margin of the Treatise on the Construction
of an Equilateral l’enta,gon in a Known Square of Abu Sahi al-Kühi (GAS, V,
318, no. 3):

This is known from proposition 4 of section 1 of class 3 of species 4
of genus 1 of the two genera of the mathematical sciences of m Book
ll’niäl. This species is about sections of cones and cylinders. 6

“the revolving sphere’ (i t th so) ct f a ers en nt s
astronomer Autolycost. I s not clear to me whet h< t- the an
al-Na7zm wanted to add se on n the “ ci I in 5)4 cc”
genus to the Istikrnil as it rid d I Al-Mu tan a . s t en

information in the present e non show that the p oieei of
Istikmdl” had a certain p 1 by ii il e me die I I in

4. Structure of the I z4 of .nit eta if 1 1 thu

rk of the Greek

h’tr of the Durr
i add a second

it nd the othet
‘<ompleting the
it I’ tradition,

I zptc’r 5

Muhammad ibn Jawhár refers to a passage where Al-KOhl uses the fundamen
tal property of the hyperbola of Conies, 1:2 1. Section 431 of the lstikrnal also
deals with plane sections of cones and cylinders Unfortunately the text be
tween the end of 431.3 and the beginning of 431.11 is missing. According to
the marginal references in extant parts of K, the fundamental propert s’ of the
hyperbola was proved in 431.7, and 431.4 dealt with the ellipse. TItus the mar
ginal reference to the IA.’mai is not entirely consistent with what the marginalia
in K tell us about the missing parts of the lstikmtll.

3. In Section 2 of this paper 1 have quoted a passage from the Dzirr a/-Naim,
in which the anonymous 1 4h1_ or 1 5”centurv author of this work says that
the lstikrnal is incomplete. The author says that he wants to write a compre
hensive book on geometry, and he continues:

or I complete the Istikmtil of al-Mu’tarnan ibn I lOd, as the author of the
hook intended, for he arranged it in a most heautift.tl order, and verified
it in a most complete way

27

The five species of the Istikmal already contain a discussion 0f all twelve
parts of geometry he mentioned 28 with the exception of the part dealing with

the lstii ma! will 1x re ‘ole ed in “sections”
the m us pi I ‘a c io or s e

in Uh(’flf’S.( 0) (0 0

title tif extant’ wit) a 4cm led reference
n’ n s rt it bet rI t t I mod. The

In Chapter 5, the proposit)o.ts of

and “species” in the saint a
cies 1 give the following irdot mit

1. An English translatio’s of ths
to a page and line numi the
Arabic titles are in the App. idix

2. A list of the pat ts of the sect ion t hat ate extant .s itt efe”enees to the
manuscripts

3. A brief indication I di ot )ee t and the son e
4 A list of the extant propositions as expuitned heb v’
5 Information on lo t p p ii i is In the is it 4 n t r pt K there

are references like “this is t os ed ;r’ pro) isti ton ‘I c t Sr of species
, and the passages of me text \\ hich inspired these ‘crest l,s a often mdi

cated by slashes These in t ‘it a in ole te se ol <a sine tpprox
imately the contents of a hi ,t ron sitton If ii: U is si iv it, tl nunihet
of the lost proposition, mu o’ncluston ott tI <a contents a id the rage and line
numbet s of the passage in I c t t ci ii ‘h ic Icc g’ t so a refets

I also mention any other e sod titor <ii nt pat t of th c . H I has e beer
able to draw.

76 Arabic text in I logendtjk, “Al-Kuhi’s Construction”, 142, see also 125.
My translation of the Arabic text quoted hi’ Witkam, 101, from Ms Leiden Or. 156(42),
23 04-5. lists a) Akfant dots not say in his Irs/wet al-Qadd that he wants to ompiete
the I,tit’máI.

‘ The auth ‘r gives a classification of geometry into 12 parts and he then describes the
son ces in which these parts are irs ated, I summarize his account in Ms Lei,len, Or
056(42t, 23 Ia h, including in parentheses the sources he mentions The 12 part’ are:
UI eorv ot pr’nortions I Locitci, Element< , V. V ‘: 2 Straight lines itt plane surf ases. how
tl,es ire joined and separated, their fx’sitron, their joining one another, and tireit c’onsbi
nat <(in,. i 1s’rns’nt<, 111, nine of IV, Ii, son of VI); 3 Circles and their arcs, segments,
tb ,rds, andes aid t ,lrlge no. 1’,ls’,’ientc, some of 111, so me of 1 \‘ 4. (‘on U ‘cc non S (F <ti
13 uLs of :\polloni<ts (‘unu.i, i.e. (‘o< . 1 1 \‘ : 5. Triangles, quadrilateraL. pols guns with

inscribed and circuniscrihert i’’ I he,’,’ I <‘s “me
6. figures produced by grs 1 t i here NI Ia
the figures produced by cot ito 6 II
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The following introductory remarks concern the way in which I have

described the 269 extant geometrical propositions of the IstikmJl. Al-Mu’taman
often reworked two, three or more theorems in his sources into one large
proposition, to which he sometimes added further theorems as “corollaries”.
lie begins most of his propositions with an enunciation in the classical Greek
style, that is a general statement of the theorem in words, without any nota
tion. My initial idea was to give literal translations of the beginnings of all
propositions, i.e. of all the enunciations, together with the necessary commen
taries to make them comprehensible, and including translations of all corollaries.
Because some of the enunciations arc enormously long, a complete discussion
of all propositions in this way would have doubled the present size of this paper.
I have therefore used the following method in listing the propositions in the
Istikmal

For each extant proposition, I begin with a detailed reference to page and
line numbers of the manuscripts, so that it is always clear where the proposi
tion can he found.

1. If the proposition begins with a reasonably brief and comprehensible enun
ciation, I quote this enunciation in literal translation in inverted commas. Ad
ditions of mine are in parentheses. The enunciation may be followed by my
own comments, which are not included in the inverted commas.

Example: 22.2 (K 23h:26.24a:4). “(For) every two intersecting circles, their
centres are not the same. A circle cannot intersect a circle at more than two
places” (El., 111:5,10),

This means that proposition 2 of section 2 of species 2 is found in the
manuscript K (Copenhagen Or 82). The text begins on folio 23 verso line 26,
anti it ends on folio 24 recto line 4. The word (For) does not have an equiva
lent in the Arabic text. The same theorems are proved in propositions 5 and
10 of Book 3 of Euclid’s Elements. Euclid’s and Al-Mu’taman’s proofs need
not he identical,

2. In many cases where the enunciation is long and vague, I describe the
theorem in my own words, using modern notation, In such cases, capital let
ters denoting points in geometrical figures are always standard transcriptions
of letters used by Al-Mu’taman. My system of transcription is as follows:
/lIif=A, hä’’B, jzm=G, ddlD, hd’=E, waw=W, ztiu=Z, hã’=II, id’=T,
va’ 1, kdf= K, lam= L, mith = M, nun = N, ‘aye = 0, sin = S, fd’= F, qJ/=Q,
ra’ R, ,id-’ C. If the enunciation is very long I omit it altogether.

Example: 312.17 (K 43a: 1-27). First consider a segment All and a point C
on it, etc.

This description is given in rnr own words, but in the proof of 312. 17, Al
Mu’taman considers a segment ali7-hd’ divided at ,im, etc. In general I do not
discuss the proofs of tile propositions. so as a rule A1-Mn’iam’m’c f’’r’’.’r’’

tam more points than mr summaries suggest Ne ertlieles h tril,rmation on
the letters used in his figures may well be helptisl f r t ‘at td ntif catIon of fur
ther fragments of the 1stz1’mii Lower an’ lent “a a” ( t’t , i’s are not
transcriptions of notation used as Al Mc tamer

3 There are cases where (a) t) C’ etirinciatiOn is long r cot rt S a ong expla
nation, (h) the theorem cann ‘ti I e ‘tn fly exp’a no ii
(ci the theorem is adapted fron a (in ‘an source n

a reference to the soulce hi m, cern in
Mu’taman never mentions hi. ‘a ui’s. ‘, so th infoni at
analyses only. I lowever, thc a. e cit b twee
is often very close, and evs ci ‘a A1Mu’ an .its in

modificat ons, the source can is r Ic asiiy I e I sc ni
an enontnotis amount 0f spa e tilt1 ‘ ‘nic ci 5’d ‘a

reconstruct the contents of is’1 p 4 sitbn h1 P
Example: 41.22 tK 75b: it ‘11 a Ii El Xl 3
I lere El. stands for Euclid s I’icn cots, no of di ‘a

beginning of my summary of spi cit’s 41 In haptet
non ot the enunciation of 41 2) 1 ut I will gis H I’
can see ‘a hat kind of iriferma lit-In ‘a ill be Ic ft oil

(1mm) evers two equal plant angle . at ‘a i4h t’a o (nit ii P ‘ight. such
that one of them contains ‘a’ th thc lii etot its analt ‘a c angic equal
to the two angles whkn I e th i onta s ‘a ci I I’ of is angle
(if) thereupon there anon irkc’d ii the to lao ‘ci Ii ,i t sit go nts at
hitr’ rily, and we draw it om them perpen htc’Uldi s on tIn s’a pl mci of
the wo angles, and (if) wc dt me tltcreupor Ii ‘an itt (set I tie per ‘ten
cliculars two lines to tlsc tot ngIes, (thent dn too t ipi c lti P are Cot
taint d by these two lines ‘a” it lie tot ci ‘n it Ia lii rc t’qual

Because the proposition s Pt sat ‘at ‘a 17 Xl I
thing substantial is gained P5 P t d nit g the ca Ion
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propositions, the sources will be abbreviated in self-explanatory was’s. The com
plete references are given at the beginning of each section or species.

5. Table of contents of the extant geometrical parts of the Istikmàl

Species 2
The title is missing in the manuscripts K and L. It can be restored in analo

gy with the title of species 3, and using the description of lhn ‘Aqnin (quoted
in the introduction to this paper) as: “The second species of the first genus
of the two genera of the mathematical sciences, on the properties of lines, an
gles and plane figures, not in combination”.

Section 21
The title is missing.
Number of propositions: 32.
Only the end of the section is extant in K 21a-23a.
Subjects of the extant part: geometrical algebra, the regular pentagon.
Sources: Euclid, Elements, Books II, XIII; there is also material of unidenti

fied origin.
Prepositions:
21 .26 (K 21a:1-6, the beginning is missing). The remaining text and figure

are part of the ennstruction of a square equal in area to a given triangle analo
gous to El., 11:14.

21 .27 (K 2 la: 7-23). “(For) ever’,’ line which is divided into two halves and
into two unequal parts, the squares of the unequal parts are equal to twice
the square of half the line plus twice the square of the excess of half the line
over the lesser part” That is to say, if a line segment AB is bisected at C
and divided into two unequal parts at D, then AD2+ DB2= 2BG2 -1 2GD2 (El.,
11:9). The proof, which is based on El., 11:4,7, resembles the synthesis of the
proof of El., 11:9 attributed to I leron, which has been transmitted to us in
the commentary of Al-Na’,’rizi on the Elements (see Besthorn, Ileiberg, vol. 2,
fuse. 145). 1 am not sure if Al-Mu’tainan knew this source, because the proofs
in the rest ct 21 .27 and in 21.28 are unlike those of heron as described by
Al-Nayrizi. Corollary: if a line segment AB is bisected at C and if D is on
AB extended on the side of B, then AD2 + D132 = 2DG2+ 2GB2 (El., TI’ 10).
Al-Mu’taman proves this as an immediate application of El., 11:9 by means
of point F on DA extended such that AL BD.

21.28 tK 2 Ia:24- 31). 11 a line segment AB is divided at C and if D is on
GB extended such that BD = BC, then -\D2 = AC2 + 4AB BC. This is El., 11:8,
the proof is based on El., 11:7,

two parts such that the rectangle of the line and oOe t he p’crt is equal to
the sq tare of the other pat1’ tEl 11:1 1 This is t dis io it a line seg
ment tn extreme and mc ran

Corollary: “Now it will I ci sow a I
such as AZ, such that thc ret, lIt D7, \
known line, which is Al) And it will also be clear
line such as AZ another line ueli that the ectonale
line plus the known line and the known line b
dccl lnce” Thet e arc thre urthc collar e his I

in
arms

) base
s B
1.1’s

Icc
0 15

or its rectilinear extension at I), then AB2 Al)2 B]) I ) ;

B and C, and AD2 AB2 * 131) D( ii I) s ‘in C]) te’ids
21.31 (K 22h 2-21). “W n tnt k’moctsct its’ ice’s . “

line at equilateral and eq 1 fl c ni cg TI
2 I 30 It is then proved t a ii u t er I p
is equiangular (Is! , XIII
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md th shortes part is ten a. I sc u crc f c l c 1 Bit longer
part is equal to the sick c Ice p ,ioc. salt r’ 1.1 , XITI.8,
but Ai-Mu’tarnan does not cisc r cites in tlsc pI not in B). Iar\ ‘It tcc (‘
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The beginning of section 21 must have included most of Book I of the Ele

ments, because many of its theorems are used further on in the Istikmdl.

Section 22
Title: “The second section of the second species on circular figures” (K 23b:2).

Number of propositions: 29,
Completely extant in K 23b-32a.
Subject: elementary properties of circles, not involving proportions.

Sources: Euclid, Elements, Books III, IV; Ptolemy, Almagest, Book Ill; Ibn

al-I laytham, On Known Things; there is also material of unknown origin.

Propositions
22.1 (K 23b:3-26). “If two points are marked on the circumference of a cir

cle, the line joining them falls inside the circle, and the diameter which bisects

it is perpendicular to it. If a line bisects it at right angles, it passes through

the centre of the circle. If a perpendicular is drawn from the centre, it bisects

it” (El., 111:2, porism of 1). Corollaries: El., 111:1,4,9.

22.2 (K 23b:26-24a:4). “(For) every two intersecting circles, their centres are

not the same. A circle cannot intersect a circle at more than two places” (El.,
111:5,10).

22.3 (K 24a:4-21). “(Among) the chords falling in the circle, the diameter

is longest, and (chords) nearer to it are longer than (chords) farther from it,

and (chords) at equal distance of the centre are equal, and the converse of that”

(El., 111:14,15).
22.4 (K 24a:22-24b:13). “If a circle is known and a Point is known other

than the centre, and lines are drawn from it to the circumference of the circle,

the longest line drawn from it is the (line) that passes through the centre, and

(lines) nearer to it are longer than (lines) farther from it, and the shortes of

them is the section between the line drawn through the centre and the diameter,

and (lines) nearer to it are shorter than (lines) farther from it”. The italici7ed

passage in the enunciation is unclear, and probably false. The proposition cor

responds to El., 111:7,8.
22.5 (K 24h: 14-25a:5). “If a point (Z) is marked on the diameter (AG) of

a circle, not on its centre (E), and there is drawn from it a line perpendicular

to the diameter, ending at its circumference (at B), and if the endpoint (B)

is joined with the centre, then the resulting angle (ZBE) is the maximal angle

produced by two lines drawn Irom the point (Z) and the centre of the circle

(F) and meeting on its circumference (at a variable point 11). The resulting

angles (ZIJE) that are near it on one side are greater than the angles that are

farther from it, until they end at the diameter (AG). And for every resulting

angle on one side there is only one angle equal to it on the other side (of

(K 24b: N 24). ‘The letters in parentheses do not occur in the quoted pas ige

in the figure and ptoof. 11 P ) tn i n as a f I 3 of the

Almagest (ed. I Ieiherg, 1. 22 223, tr l’oome , 1-It is ‘, sown by he

close agreement in contents and not ation. Points A, 13 ,G ,F Z and the second

intersection D of BE and the circle are denoted by the standard Arabic tran

scriptions of the Greek 1 ‘t ters in lie Alit aged mpar

Al-Mu taman stripped th& it to of Its st

Almaect the circle is an centi is th srth I he

A is the apogee, G is the perigee 13 and Ii ate posit iort

and the angle ZIIE is the equation of centre

22.6 (K 25a: 5-22). “It point (B) is on side s otclc’

the centre (A), and an arhi r to t is ma ked ut

it is joined with the centit n i c point (I) to is h

produced by (a point) whic): is tearer tc tIn. ii joint

the centre is greater than the angle produced Its a point ‘a loch :s farther from

it” (i C. C BGA> z BDA. it C. 1) are points on the cit 1e tel’ that (4 is near

er to line segment AB tha 1)) ii is prop sit to iii. It gc F 22,5 F )t

the case where the point d metel i ‘ I he citcle In

the proof Al-Mu’tansan d ws a igen BI Irr ii. cud The ,crA e

points out in a marginal remark on 1. 2 5a t lsit it would savc’ been correct to

place 22,6 after the const uct on of a tangent tisroug)i a gt ‘v’s )s ant to a circle

(in 22.12).
22.7 (K 25a’22-25h’I ) TI s pie at t c i ii t gle at the

circumfet ence if they Lu t n. otc ut ib ul sce whjvt

are or’ the same are are all equo . Ii thc inglt t tin - con Ic. enee is in a

semicircle, it is (a) right angle. :f ii is in a segnsent lc’ don a semicircle,

it is obtuse, and if it is its a secnsent) grealet ‘bait a sc ietrc]c . it i5 acute”

(IsI., III 20,21,31) Coro I ‘ 1 1(1.22

22.8 (K 25b: 14-28, fig ir t K ‘ a) If is’ c that oat

of them passes through I c ceo (B) of lx ai ii their ix o

points of intersection (A, (4 txs’o lines are dra’.s n x loIs n t at the circumfer

ence of the arc passing tlst ough the centre, anti which tid cit the circunsfer

ence of the other (circle) tin, is tls ‘ arc’ ‘qi to), ti r 4 eec” y 111 it tie of them

is equal to thc correspond n t te ,an’ e t c I i 4 ‘ I’iiat is to
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22.13 (K 26h:24-27a:5). “(In) every two tangent circles, the line which pass
es through their centres passes through their point of contact” (El., 111:11,12).
Corollary: El., 111: 13.

22.14 (K 27a:6-20). “(For) every line tangent to a circle, (if) from the point
of contact a line is drawn to the centre, that line is perpendicular to the tan
gent If from the point of contact a perpendicular to the tangent is drawn,
it passes through the centre” (El., IH: 18,19).

22,15 (K 27a:21’27h:7). “(For) every line tangent to a circle, such that from
the point of contact a line is drawn intersecting the circle, the angles on both
sides of the line are equal to the (angles) falling in the segments of the circle
opposite them” (El., 111:32). Corollaries: El., 111:3 3,34.

22.16 (K 27b:7-28a:l’). The enunciation is not totally clear. The text proves
that if F point outside or inside a circle and if lines EAG, EBI) meet
the circle at A, B, C and 1), then AE EG = BE ED. This correcpouds to El.,
111:35,36, but the prool has a different structure. Al-Mu’taman first treats the
case where FAG passes through the centre. The general case is then deduced
as a corollary. Another corollary is El., 111:37.

22.17 (K 28a:2-20). “(For) every two lines intersecting a circle and meeting
at right angles, the squares of the lines between the circumference of the cir
tIe and the point of their meeting at right angles are equal to the square of
the diameter”. In other words: if two lines through a point F intersect at right
angles and meet a circle at A, B and C, D, then EA2 + EB2 + EG2 + ED2 is
equal to the square of the diameter of the circle. There are three figures: 1.
for I on the circle; 2. F inside the circle and .3. F outside the circle. The
theorem for F inside the circle is found in prop. 11 of the Lemmata attributed
to Archimedes Br. Ver Fecke, 535, see heath, Archimedes, 312). The theorem
and a general izaLion for the ellipse occur in Apollonius, Conies, 111:27.

22.18 tK 28a:21 .28h: 15). If F and Z are points on a diameter AG of a cir
Je at equal distances from the centre, and B is’ point on the circle, then
BZ a lIE’ AZ’ AU’ (A is on the circle). ‘The same theorem is found with
a di)) ereut proof in lhn tl- I laviliatn ‘s On Known i7in,s, 1:23 (Sddillot , 450)
Apollonius also proved his theorem in his lost Plane Foci, see Pappus (Jones),
545, 1 Iogendijk, “Arabic Traces”, 211
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22,11 (K 26h:4 16). “If from the endpoint of the diameter of a circle a
straight line is drawn at right angles, it falls outside the circle, and no other
straight line can he drawn from the place from which it was drawn between
it and the circumference” (El., 111:16).

22.12 (K 26b:17-23). “We want to demonstrate how we draw Irons a point
outside a circle a line tangent to it” (El., lii: 17). Al-Mu’taman draws a semi
circle through the point and the centre of the circle, and he uses 22.7, cor
responding to El., 111:3 1.
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fact that the construction presupposes El., X:2, the equivalent of which is
proved in 31110. Used in 313.20

22.27 (K 31a:13-31b:9). “The circumference of a circle is greater than the
circumference of any inscribed polygon, and less than the circumference of any
circumscribed polygon”. This is so according to Axiom 1 in Archimedes On
the Sphere and cylinder, Book 1, hut apparently Al-Mu’taman believed this ax
iom to be unnecessary. In his proof he considers a circle in which a polygon
ABGDE has been inscribed, lie chooses on the circle point M between A and
B, and point C) between A and M, and he points out that AM+MB>AB
and AC) + OM> AM. lie then concludes without further explanation: “Thus
it is clear that the circumference of a polygon having more sides is longer than
the circumference of a polygon having less sides, I low much longer is the cir
cumference of the circle than the circumference of (polygon) ABGDE!” (K
3 la:26-28).

22.28 (K 3 Ib: 10-32a:7). ‘(For) every circle, its area is equal to the area of
a sight-angled triangle of which one of the sides containing the right angle is
equal to its radius and the other side (containing the right angle) is equal to
its circumference”. The proof is the same as in Archimedes, Measurement of
the Circle, prop. 1, and thus 311.10 is presupposed. In the end of 22.28 the
following generalization is mentioned: “(For) every sector, its area is equal to
the area of a right-angled triangle such that one of the sides containing the
right angle is equal to the radius of the circle and the second side is equal
to the arc of its base”. This generalization is also in the Arabic version of the
Measurement of the Circle, see Knorr, Thxtual Studies, 4 35 [wI.

22.29 (K 32a:18-28). “(For) every circle such that its circumference is equal
to the circumference of an equilateral polygon, its area (of the circle) is greater
than its area (of the polygon)”. In the proof the polygon is supposed to he
regular. The theorem, which is an easy consequence of 22.28, was well-known
in the ancient and medieval mathematical tradition, see Knorr, Thxtual Studies,
699-702.

Species 3
Title: “The third species of the first genus of the two genera of the mathe

matical sciences, on the properties of lines, angles and plane figures in combi
nation. it is divided into three species: The first species on the properties of
lines, angles and plane figures in combination, concerning ratio” (K 32b:2-6).

“The first species is divided into three sections” (K 32h: 11).

Section lii
Title, “The first section on the general description of ratio and proportion

OitV” (K 3 Ia: 1, also in K 320:11-12).

Number of propositions 10.
Completely extant in K I Ia 36a
Subject: theory of ratio and propos tion of genes’si ma’ ittudes l’he section

is essentially a sumtnary of Book V of the Tflemes ts Ps opo iii 31 if is based
on Book X of the Hement,s.

The section begins with ten delimits ns, which I number for ca y reference.
The first three definitions are as follows

1. ‘ Ratio is the combinat iso dale) of ont of two ma n ud if the same
kind with the other”.

2. “A known ratio is tile urnibinatk n of one of t’a o knior magnitudes of
the same kind with the ot icr By means of the qu u’tit of 0 F rst term
in the ratio is obtained Corn tOt sic nod term ‘1 is. is r ds hut tern and se
cond term are my free translar on or she ixranic at ma inn she ‘lased”) and
al-manstib ilayhi (“the (magnitisdi 1 s lated to’ ii at is, tOt m igs its Ic to which
soother magnirudi is related who Is are dericed (so is 1 a sic s-m t as ‘ratio’
(nisha).

3. “Proportionalit is similar-iti of s itios” (K 3an -

The other definitions arc def. 4- 10 ot Book V of Iii’ (‘is’s o t in slightly
different wording.

Propositions: For reasons of cO ru and hi vit I icr d. p oposs ions 1-8 in
modern .sotation only. Magnitud s will be di soted b lo vs s-ca e letters a,
s, d, etc , and arhitraty multi1 Vs f magnitudes s’. na h n I mIs1 letters
‘\, B, etc. ate transcriptIons of a”t mrs used w Al Mo 1 am.o’.

31 .9 (K 35h,22-36a:2), It 011 u anon sds :555 550(01
ii the go atest and the I as cs Ii Vt sir 0’ gi as r

r 0 is toe sum
he ,um of’:

311,1 K 33a:20-33b:24). It a 0. thin a’c -0 c and c 0 1 ‘m>b, then
a:c>h:c, and c:h>c.a. 11 ,sebe r ac1’, thin s it a’’l c, then
a>h. If c:h>ca, then boa I’l, \.78,0 10)

311.2 tK 33h:24-34a:9). 11 A:B (dT) and C 1) 1 / , es 3 B F 7. If
A:13G:I) and G:D>F:7 t ci A Bf’./ ii, .11)3

311,3 (K 34a: 10-20). 11 a’[ r:d then ma.sil rn nO d I, V 4:,
311.4 K 34a.21-34b’4) If a hs ‘a.b a s, t en S 551

fac):(hi 502+ ... h)a,;ln (FL, \ .12).
111.5 K 340:5-2(0, 11 A B (. I , ‘e - C

. I I I / \ 1s
311.61K 34h:21-35a:17) if aO 0 s>l S >r twi a I -0 ds .1,

if a:h=c d, then (a bib--ta )‘d ii . V 17 1<)
31171K 35a:18 35b:12). It Al D1 aodlV(, F . hi’ 4, - 4.7(1

\Y22) If A:BF 7, GB I’ ), is AG 1)7 iii p 1 . 73’
Ill 8(K 350,1321). If :th lass) r’.h - 0. 0 ‘u s I: -1 sIll.
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311.10 (K 36a:3-24). “If there are two different magnitudes (AB, G), and
from the greater (AB) one subtracts more than half of it, and one subtracts
from the remainder more than half of it, and one continually subtracts in this
way, there will (eventually) remain a magnitude less than the assumed magni
tude (G)” This corresponds to El., X:1, the proof is essentially the same

Section 312
Title: “The second section, on the properties of lines, angles and plane rec

tilinear figures in combination, concerning proportion” (K 32b13-14). The 2-

tIe is also given in K 36h:2-3, without the word rectilinear.
Number of propositions: 18.
Completely extant in K 36h-43a,
Subject: theorems on rectilinear plane figures involving ratio and proportion.

Sources: Euclid, Elementi, Book VI; lhn al-Ilaytham, On Analysis and Syn

thesis; also material of unidentified origin.
Propositions:
312.3 (K 36b:4-26) “Triangles and parallelograms which have the same alti

tude are in t lie same ratio as their bases” (EL, VI: 1).
312.2 (K 36h:26-37h:20). “(For) every pair of triangles, (if) the angles of

one of them are equal to the angles of the other, the corresponding sides are
proportional, and it the corresponding sides that contain them are proportion
al, the corresponding angles are equal. If two angles of two triangles are equal
and the sides containing the angles are proportional, the triangles are similar”,

etc. The quoted theorems are proved in EL, VI:4 6. Note that similarity of
triangles is not defined in the extant text of the IsiikmäL Al-Mu’taman then
proves the following theorems for two triangles ABG, 1)EZ:

1 If LA LI) and A13:BG’.=DE:EZ, then either LG= LZ or zG+ LZ

2K, where R is a right angle (generalization of El., VI:7).
2. If LA - LI) and zG - LZ2R, then AB:BG—DE:EZ.
3. If AB:BGDE:EZ and LG+ zZ2R then LA-r LI’).

Corollaries (K 37h’ 12-20): EL, VI: 15,14,2.
312.3 (K 37b:21-38a:Ifl). “(For) every triangle, if its interior angle or the

adjacent exterior angle is bisected by a line which meets the base or its rec
tilinear extension, then it divides the base into two parts in such a way that
the ratio between them is equal to the ratio of the two sides of the triangle,
and the converse of this”. That is to say: if the interior or exterior angle A
of triangle AIIG is divided by line Al) which meets the base BC or its nec

tilinear extension at I), then Al) bisects the interior or exterior angle A if and
only if BD:l)G BA:AG. In El., VI’ 3, the theorem is only proved Ion the in

tenor angle.
31 2 a 1k ;st, in ‘c “(Ic,-,1 ,‘ui’r,y f,,,r nt’nt’,c,rtinnl lnPc ilp rrrl ‘mole nI

Ct
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example heath, HGM, 11, 322-323, and Abdullatif, “Mu’ãdala hlirOn”. The
proof in the Istikmdl seems to be new to the literature.

312.15 (K 41a:25-42a:1). “We want to demonstrate how we let fall between
the two sides of a known triangle or their (rectilinear) extensions a line which
cuts off from them on the side of the base two lines such that the ratio of
it to each of them is a known ratio”. That, is, a triangle ABG and two ratios
DE:DZ and DF:hlE are given. To construct a segment KL with K on AB or
AB extended and L on AG or AG extended such that KL:KB=DE:DZ,
KL:LG =- DE:El1, This proposition is a condensed version of a lemma used by
lbn al-Ilaytham, On Analysis and Synthesis, in his construction of a circle tan
gent to three given circles: the synthesis of the lemma is in Ms Dublin, Chester
Beattv 3562, 85a-86b. Used in 313.9.

31216 (K 42a:2-42b:31). “Un) every triangle such that on its base two points
are marked, which are joined with the vertex of the triangle, every line which
intersects the two sides of the triangle is divided by the two above-mentioned
lines in a way corresponding to the ratio of the base”. Al-Mu’taman considers
points I) and E are on the base BG of triangle ABG, DA and EA are joined,
and line BZIIT is drawn to intersect AG at 1’, AE at II and AD at Z. Then
he proves that if BG:GE is greater than, equal to or less than BD:DE, BT:T11
is also greater than, equal to or less than BZ:Zhl respectively. Al-Mu’taman
derives this from (BC ‘ED): (GE. DB) = (BT 41Z): (TI 1 ZB). Finally, he con
siders a line TMNC intersecting AE at M, AD at N and AB at C, and he
proves (TC:CN)’ (NM.MT) (GB:BD) (DE:EG). Thus the proposition proves
in modern terms that the cross-ratio of the four points G, B, D, F is invariant
under a pcrspectivit3 with centre A.

312.17 (K ‘43a: 1-27). The very complicated enunciation of this theorem
amounts to tile following: First consider a segment AB and a point C on it,
\iltiCil ii. not the midpoint of All. let T. be on AB extended such that
AG:BG - AD:BD, and let F he a point between A and B, not the same as
C Seondlv, consider a segment AB and a point C on AT3 extended, and let

Section 313
Title: “l’he third sectior on ib pi pei’tir o n cm s F- ‘i ci to the cons

binati an with angles, line’ n pl in figi re Hi it ‘ a n /“ K 32h 1 5)
The title also occurs in K 432. 3 without the H ilk’ e u ord

Number of proposition 21.
Completely extant: the em of 313, 3, 3134 and tD’ beg nit ug of 3135 in

1. 70a-80b, the end of 3 I 3ts and 313.0 21 in 1. l’i 12k, 31 1 7 and the be
ginning of 313.18 in K ‘4 b 41 tiac id of I 21 an 3 1 K 51a-h.
The gap between K 50h aid K 5 Ia i.orresp inds ii 1 0a 1) 11 II It is likely
that only one leaf of K s us I a e

General remark: two prop s:tn.rn ,re outaborcd “) ii- is ua rely 343,9 and
313.40 The numbers of iF e s bs ‘quont pr ap 111 n’ ‘II 1, one from
those tn L. For these propocitlon I follosi he nnmhci t’ Hi 1 and 1 indicate
the proposition numbers in K in jnverted tomm is

Subject and sources: the sectiol cC ntains vailon . Hi nit 11.1 aix constructions
on circles and ratios. ‘1 In-se tan be dis F-ltd inn 1n- ‘! ‘n tug groups:
313.1-313,5 are theorems an 1 c ist uction in t in ck , omi of which
are presupposed in the (‘on ‘ci I Apollomus 31 u 0 a elt cd to othe work
of Apollonius or problems sr idied I s A1, sIlo ins 3 1 1 3 ,2 r prebmi
o aries front Archimedes’ ,lphc’;’n aiiI (‘v/znHi r, Book 1 in ‘e i later SeC
nuns. 313.13-313,18 art i r ot less tehit 4 1 11 lit S Crine if these
are taken from Ptolemr s ,4lmatcst The isolated therrre’ 313. ii on isoperi
metric polygons and their inst rihed circles 11w 1 sir i’ 115(1 C ‘n s l3 t) and
13,21 deal wills the (itt ii ir ‘ an a ‘a ot tr

Propositions:
313 1 (K 431a:4-12), \8 iii 0 iii’ 01 ii e 1 1 0 0 1 i’d 01 Li tir1irn erence of a known i ‘:-ei ii o 1 Hi thin’ i ‘ a kit s a . 1 t4 1x a e

Iii in the known point i hi s iC i di d I I t l’i I a F-rims n
(.5110, etL, In other word ‘I ‘o t a Hi tim ot1’ .11 0’ 13 no I (

“In a right-angled triangle, the rectilinear figure applied to the chord of the 1 be the point between A and B such that A(. HI- AD HI) and let E heright angle is equal to the rectilinear figures applied to the two remaining sides, a point on AB exten li d a .l’ sanx pa iii as I I :i in both caststaken together, if the figures are similar and similarly constructed” (Ill,, V1:31). tAG GB) : GD2>(AF El 1) Ba a st inle c iinc isA icr 4 r’ proof of tins312.14 (K 41a:1-24). “(In) every triangle, the ratio of the rectangle produced mirop sition is the same a tit p en ii Ziuth n Kr /s o 83 84, who anby half the sum of its sides and the excess of this half over one of the sides gnes that Apollonius must ii n-c F-n iwn this him ret a 4 is a-s it.to the area of the triangle is equal to the ratio of the area of the triangle to 312 18 (K 43a, margin C nsr icr a tiiangk Al ( in p sit 1) between Bthe rectangle produced by the excesses of half of the sum of the sides over and C, II between G and A and Z between A and B lIter the straight lineseach of the remaining sides”. Thus if a, h and c are the sides of the triangle, AD, Bhl and GZ of triangle ABC have a point 11 ti r, xnmor if md onE ifs — (a + h + c)/2, and is its area, the theorem states s(s — a) : = : (s — b’)(s — c) (BZ:ZA)’ (AI1:IIG) BIXD(.x ‘1 us is the theoten o Dc a named afterThis theorem, which is nowadays called the Heronic fortnula, was well-known Giovanni Ceva, who stated and roved it i ‘i los is ark l)r Id’e’c “ct,c so invicemin antiquity and the middle ages, and various proofs have survived, see for s’caaflhus statica construct 6 ) (I )n I ev s S I T 81 182,)
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a circle are given, one is asked to construct a secant ADE which meets BG

at 1) and the circle at F such that AD:DE is a given ratio. Al-Mu’taman gives

an analysis and a synthesis, and he explains for which ratios the construction

is possible.
313.2 (K 43b:13-44a:2). ‘If there is a point outside an assumed circle or

inside it, how can we let pass through it a line which ends at the circumfer

ence and which is divided at the known point in an assumed ratio”, etc. In

other words: Let a circle, a point G not on its circumference, and a ratio be

given. Required: a straight line AGB which intersects the circle at A and B

such that AG:GB is equal to the given ratio. Al-Mu’taman also explains for

which ratios the construction is possible. For the same problem, see 332.1 (c).

313.3 (K 44a:3-31, figure in K 44b, last part also in L 79a:l-4). “We want

to demonstrate, if there is a known circle in which there is a known chord,

how we draw in it a line which meets the chord at a known angle and is divided

hr it in a known ratio, not greater and not less than the ratio determined by

the definition of the chord and the circle, as will be shown”. In other words:

let a circle and two points A, G on its circumference be given, and let a ratio

c and an angle be given. Required: a straight line BDE which meets the

circle at B and 1) and AG (or its rectilinear extension) at E such that BE:ED =

and BEA = . Al-Mu’taman also shows for which ratios the construction is

possible (for a fixed angle ). The same problem is treated in 332.2, (d), and

in lbn al.Ilaytham, On Known Things, 11:23 (Sédillot, 456, Ms Paris, Biblio

thèque Natiurtale 2458, f. 24b), where tb possibility of the construction is

not discussed. The scribe states in the margin of K 44a that because AE JiG

DF2 = BE ‘ED: DE2 = l3E:ED, it has now become clear how we draw DE such

that z DEA = and AE EG : DE2 = . This construction is assumed by Apol

looms in Conies, 1:55 and 58 (hence also in the third fragment of section 431

of the Istikmal, see Neugehauer, “Apollonius-Studien”, § 4.

313.4 (K 44h:1-31, figure in K 45a; L 79a:5-80a:20). “If the diameters of

two circles divided or if to them (two segments) are added in the same

ratio, and if there are drawn from the two points which define the ratio two

chords at equal angles and in equal positions, such that each of them meets

the circle at two points, then these chords are also divided in one ratio, and

also the converse of that”. In other words: Let AB, GD he diameters of two

circles, let Z be on All and K on GD, such that K is between G and D if

Z is between A and B, and K is on GD extended if Z is on AB extended.

From K, Z draw straight lines XL, ZI I at equal angles to the diameters (i.e.

AZII z (iKL), to meet the circles at L,T and 11,17 Theorem: AZ:ZB =

GK:K1) ii and only if 177.711 -TK:KL. Used in 313.5,

313.5 (K 45a: 1-45b: 18, beginning in I gob: 1-20). “If there are tn two cir

des two chords on similar arcs, and if there are drawn from the circitmfer

endes of the circles two s in g ifs n is c es r outside

them at equal angles, sin ‘t tha ‘iii Iv, t lines ills Is in ual ratios hr

these two points and the circumferences of the cticics then consider) the tn

angles with bases the txs o chords ansi sides :he ltne )r isv”i 1mm their end

points to the endpoints the 1 ‘s that i’s’ di ‘s Is’l h hr I it Is in equal

ratios if the two perpc t ula di irs n fr s ii I the segments

inside the circle of the ii dii I I in t is’ knots in thi nown chot ds
inside the circle, the triangle are similat if ilies meet ‘hen out hide the circle,

the triangles are either similat o ‘ alternate’ In othet ‘a ords let two points

B, (3 be los ated on a Drc)c h ose ii on the ‘hard” BC, ‘it’tu’een B and

(3 or rn its rectilinear t usi t Irars All I it t i it A and r
Let trio points F, 7 hr its I a c is 1 1 Jr i tie cbs rd”

1’ 7 hetw ecu F ‘sod 7 if I is h5 t eeu 1, it d (, t let 1< ‘a in ii e rectiltneat

extension of EZ if Il is on tIle extension ot B(, Draw DLI, ci meet the se
cind circle at I) and L. Suppose 3i arc F .7 it c iii (3 ior, equivalently,

ZDE GAB), (2) )K 1 Al lB (3) 1 )K LI I I I e quc sti in

is whither triangles AB( 4 1 ‘irs s 1 ut ‘it ci that qiws

1 ion Al Mu’ taman bisect T A an I 4 to it Its w
‘

e penduc ilar

to Al’ to meet GB at N Similarly, he bisect’ DL at ( a J he draws through

a perpendicular to 1)1, to meet /F at S it’ S is inside 4w ctrck . N is also

inside the cit dc, and tn U ii can in sliors t that it tans.] \B( a id DEZ are

indeed similar. lf S i sid I cite , N o K’ itch Al

Mu’ nm in shows that a i 137 ttcc I u s it i cars . is r
a aivcts triangle ABG, there’ ts, n lie two dtffs’i slut 0 ‘attic I )l”Z satisfying (1),
2t and (3). Al-Mu’tamaii doe’ ‘ui tlisci.tss (3 sass ‘a Ls’ts K nd 11 are right

.tngles point N is at infinity, a id triangles ABC, stud DL 7 a’ e similart,

Spicial cases of 333 5 r ass t (o ii VI 1 2 fist 580 nots 30,
tr Vsr Fecke, 49/ non t r 3 1 ‘t 1 s 1cm 31 .5
is related to the ninth Is i ma 1 te pu L cc of B A1t t the C nics
ed, Toomer, 642-644), ‘I’D’ Ban i Musa ‘nude a r’uista]cs , tC’ir proof. which

is corrected by Ihn al-I ia tham in a ‘I”rc’a/at’ on K’’ 1 ‘ ‘cci’ “,‘ ‘ct I1’i’ JIanu clriiri
((33 S V, 372 no 32). Es ‘,tuss’ Mcii s in dir ssc ii a’ 1it o 05 ibi

tiiangles in 313.5 in ski t is rs i t ict t t ii t i I II laytbam
31 6 (K 46a: 1 46h. 13 lii u’tt g Ii cc t in pi r ( nsid ‘t

.t circle with centre (3 a ist.’s pr it I) outsisIs’ it d’n’ ‘:“ n’ I)G, 1)7 to
‘lie circle and let (37 inte’ des 1 Di 3 at I’ , ‘I hen ‘ 1’ oat’ , Ku amy point K

ti the sircie, I’)G :GF = DL K I,, 2 it a ‘in :1 ‘ np7’ I iu’’s’s the c’rctc
it II it 4 K and (37 a hc K I)’Dl I I ii 1 t this tutu

1 tntcrsect the cirels 1 1 1’ C
V then KN,NM KILl h [‘Iii tt i 1 1 ln’ A’ 1 work F /ent’

‘‘n aid it also occurs o” esc’t’a etlCr pas’ it’ the ( ‘to ‘ .\tubic i’tt,i’
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ture (for references, see Ilogendijk, “Arabic Traces”, 213-218). Theorems 2 and
3 concern the harmonic properties of poles and polars with respect to a circle.
A generalization of these theorems for arbitrary conic sections was proved by
Apollonius in Conies, 111:37-38, and in 431.16 in the Istikmãl.

313.7 (K 46b:15-47a:3), If A is a point outside a circle with centre E, AE
intersects the circle at B, and Z is an arbitrary point on the circle, then “I
sas that the ratio of the square of AZ to the square of ZB is greater than
the ratio of AL to EB b the square of AB” (K 46b:20), meaning (AZ2 — AB2)
ZB2 = AL : EB. This is a special case of a theorem which was proved by Apol
lonius in Book 11 of his lost work on Pkine Loci. The general solution (B not
on the circle) was transmitted in the ,Selected Problems of Ibrãhim ihn Sinän,
who did not deal with the special case in 313.7 (see llogendijk, “Arabic Traces”,
206-213). Since the method of solution in 313.7 is the same as in the general
case in the Selected Problems, the origin of 313.7 is Apollonian, hut it is not
clear what source Al-Mu’tarnan used.

313.8 (K 47a:4-29, end also in L la:1-5), “We want to demonstrate, if there
are a known circle and a known point, how we find a (second) circle such that
all lines drawn from the known point to the known circle are reflected by it

at a known angle and end at the second circle in a known ratio”. The contents
of this proposition are as follows. Suppose that a circle with centre 1), a point
G, an angle and a ratio p:q are given. Construct point E such that GDE = a,
GD:DE = p:q. Let segment GD intersect the circle at B, draw GE, let Z he
the point on segment GE such that GE:EZ = GD:DB, draw a circle with centre
Ii and radius EZ. Al-Mu’taman then considers an arbitrary point A on the
circle with centre D, and point T on the other circle such that L GDA = L GET
and such that A and T ale in the same direc’ion with respect to Z and B
(both clockwise or both counterclockwise), lIe proves GAT a and
GA:A’l’ = p:q. This curious theorem is related to what might have been a purism
in Book Ill of the lost Porisms of Euclid; the reconstructed porism is described
in Pappus (ed. jones), 564 and 742, Figure B5. In the reconstructed purism,
the two circles and the shape of triangle GAT (that is to say: a and p:ci) are
given, and one proves the existence of the point G. Parts of Euclid’s Porisms

were transmitted directi> or indirectly into Arabic, see I logendijk, “On Eu
clid’s Lost Porisms and its Arabic Traces”.

313.9 (K 47a:30-47b:22, L la:6-2a:3). “We want to demonstrate, if there
are two known circles and a known point outside them, not on the same straight
line as their centres, how we draw a circle tangent to both (circles) and pass
ing through the known point. Uses 312.15. The construction in 313,9 is cler
ived from Thn al-i laytham’s (Jo ilnaiysis and S3’nhia’sis, Ms Dublin, (lrester Beat
ty 3562, 62b-86h. Ibis a! llavtham reduces the construction of a circle tangent

to three gh en circles of cc itres M t, M2 and M1 and radii r > t2 > tr to this
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problem using the follow ‘s idea. if as irs md radius
is (externally) tangent ii cisc ( Ii su sit a M an -I

radius + r passes through it M3 a a h ides w th
centres M5 and M2 ti (I mid s I

31310 (L 2a4-3a:7, ‘0 1 1 b’2 3-48 a’s I nstmate,
there sire a line assums ( sstion and ,sr r (4 ‘1 t) t angent

so the line or not intersec trrs t, (sow we c’ra s tram two 4 c’ of three
assumed points on it (the assumed lisle) two lines w lsich cruet ac the circum
ference of it (the circle) and wtsirh intersect the circle kagai’s ‘ h that if the
two endpoints are joined be a line, is passes sbrosss,h the this 4 assumed point”.

ses 313.9. Al-Mu’taman Susie (save been irspire h ‘\poiienru Ta’zgencies.
This ark is lost, but we hr as ‘1 ‘at Apolloni stru a itch tangent
so thre gix en circles )relats 3 0) by first I I i hk s ci 313 10.
See Pappus (jones), 536 G gelsch asia) , I eath,
11GM, II 182 185

313. 1 (1 3a:8-4a 7, ‘1) s K 8 11-48 n onstrate,
if there are two different ii i and a

- s the r
sIc a polygon and circumsc I I it it a ss 1 r (S r’i s va that
she ratio of the side of ii inscribed pa1 p a . the . ads the> in
.. ribed polygon is less than the at io of the greater si the vs med magni
sisdes to the lesser of thetis’ [his is Archimedes 1)’? t” side’s, tin,,

I abbreviated to .c&C), 1 3, and she prooi is assent isild ike same lest Al
.\lu’taman assumes without 1 arriser expianatia’ that sire -‘ a ic i :.t ratio

between two line segments. ( orollars Arch, S&(’ 1 5.
l3.12 (L 4a:8-5a: 10, “ii K .4%h’ 11 .49y5 \ ‘hc’a’r ‘ is: inscribed

regular) polygon in a circle s it the nusni las i lii ‘1 1 y foist.
.‘\rc}s., S&C, 1:21, Corollasy A s c&C, I

61313 (L 5a, 11-Sb: 14 1 19ri. 5 25 sy rtlateral sri
a circle, tire (sum of thc) i a s ik con) a it. O))[ 0
4 se sid are equal to tie s p ntauc

- Its, s ‘ This i’
she sO c sHed theorem of Pt as I Al-Mu Is a ii .1 e ii ird for
“, t’d ft im an Arabic versa ) I 1 1(1 1 I P themg,

4. 1, 3o-3, tt, Toonser 5
313.14 rI 5h:15-6h:6, “13 n K )°a:2) 4’h 21 ‘It rhc’ JIt C tee equal

iIcles 550 angles (both) as she coarse or hot a’ liv si’. ‘‘f5’s, dress tire
.itsa of the angles is equal so Slit’ ratio of slit d’s cc tie ‘sin4” ili’i’.,

‘:r.
31 .13 L 6b:7-jb 6, “1-1” - P 4’)k 2i-5I,, 1

“‘rh in a circle, the sath losruer clots
da lauio of the grt tIst Is’ss

lisa a ss ask ircie. ‘ 5 ‘(‘Is

S.’

1,

stillS
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almost word for word from an Arabic translation of Ptolemy, ilimagest, I, Ch.

10 (ed. lleiberg, vol. 1, 43-45, tr. Toomer, 54 line 13-55 line 18). Al-Mu’taman

does not explain what he means by “and conversely”. There is a corollary: “(In)

every triangle with unequal sides, the ratio of the longer side to the shorter

side is less than the ratio of the angle subtended by the longer side to the

angle subtended by the shorter side”.

313.16 (L 7b:4-8a:8, “15” in K 50a: 14-50b: 1). If in triangle ABG we have

AB> AG, and if a perpendicular AD is dropped onto BG, then BD:DG>

,BAD LDAG. Used in 313.19. Ef we put = LBAD, = LDAG, the the

orem can he rephrased as follows: tan() : tan()>: if 0°<<a<9O°. For

other proofs of the same, see Knorr, “The Medieval Tradition of a Greek

Mathematical Lemma”.
31317 (L 8a:9-9a:6, “16” in K 50h:2-25). in triangle AZG one drops a per

penclicular AB onto GZ, and one supposes that B is between G and Z such

that BZ<BG. Theorem: BG:BZ> LAZG:LAGZ. If we put LAZG,

LAGZ, we can rephrase the theorem as follows: cot() : cot()> . if

O <<<90-’.
313.18 (1. 9a:-IOa:2,the end also as proposition “17” in K 50b:2631). Con

sider a triangle ABG such that BG> AG. If D is on BG such that GD AG,

then GD:BD> LB : L G. The theorem and its proof were copied from an Arab

ic version of Ptolemy, Airnagesi, XII, Ch. 1 (ed. Ileiherg, vol. 2, 456-458, tr.

‘I’oomer, 558 line 29 559 line 8).
313.19 (L iOn: 3-1 la:8). “(For) all polygons with equal circumference and equal

sides (inscribed) in a circle, if the number of its sides is greater its inscribed

circle is greater than the circle inscribed in the polygon whose number of sides

is less”. Uses 313 16, Corollary: “If two lines containing an angle are tangent

to a circle, and if two shorter lines are also tangent to the circle and contain

an angle, then the ratio of the (sum of the) longer lines to the arc which they

cut off from the circle is greater than the ratio of the (sum of the) shorter

lines to the arc which they cut off from the circle”.

313.20 (L Ila:9-12a:1 1, the end also in K 51a:1-1O). “(For) every two cir

cles, the ratio of th circumferences is equal to the ratio of the diameters”.

Ibis is (ironed by reductio ad ah:ardum, using 22,26. The same theorem is proved

in a different way by the BanA MijsA, illeastirement of PLme and .cphthcal Figures,

prop. 5.
313.21 (l 12a: 12-12h: 12, “20” in K 51a:10-23). “(For) every two circles,

the ratio of the areas is equal to the duplicate ratio of the diameters”. The

proof uses 3)3 20 and 22.28. 1 he same theorem is proved in a different way

in If!.. XII:2

Species 32
‘i’itlt’ “11w second species of the third species of the first genus of the two

genera of the mathematical scu..nes, on the plopei’t ies ni lines angles and plane
figures in combination, ‘a Ph spect t commensurabi is aod ncommensura
hilitl It is divided mt en ‘, ‘tin I. a

Section 321
Tit e: “The first section. on the properties o lines and plane

binat’on, with respect to sommenstirahilits and ‘a otnin astri

K 51b:5-6)
Number of propositions The c mp]d x

the beginning and the vets nd also ta K lb. ‘8a
Subject: the Euclidean ihcora’ of irrarid no) magniii des
Source: the section is miiniv a summary ot Bnt:L X tIl

t bet e are also propositi an’ ft lIsa ii XIII I e I
of unknown origin.

General remarks: in the f I wing ddscr p1 a s a s I t y to be
consistent with the translation of hook X b. I feat):. \Ia’as eorems in this
section are pros-ed for commensurable and fn iuconiu ie:isurabie magnitudes
lair example in 312.5 the FIb xtit i5 roved I A .11 .1) ,im

surab e with B, Ft is to an i u able ‘aith ‘I
mensurable with B, Ft i u nit ens it’ tHe ) l
udict te this and sinailat t In o na. Os follos If II I)

‘:icnsurahle with B, G i5 . in:cornmnensiralle with 11
Curiously, most of the dci initiom’s at the beginning :‘t Pta I

.urc nc t mentioned in see tier , and an ii ud t u’

mensurable” (rnuubta?7k) ‘ itns irabl a fat
I ‘a.’unf q Jz I-tn!) are no deL aus It re a .at,

square (muntaq II l-quu’n’au. e 321 hAl M:’ i ,imnai cc
lie word qawi in phrases such as ;1 Jau’i old ft C, ‘ic uttiuc

‘a Inch I have iianslated as ‘A ‘ sajeal in sc u’ to B
the ‘a ord “irrational” (a ass

Pio tositiorts’
3211 (1. 1 3a: 14-1 3b ° K a lb 8-iA ‘1 oP e’ eta i. ‘

atm between them is equal ‘o the ratio of a ‘‘c bob’ .iih’: o
ocr, the magnitudes are commensurable. I mitt “i it ‘a is’, 0

e ratio betwet it then qc ii ii the s I
hole) nunahcr” (I’!. X
321 2 (1, 131 1014a 7 K t)

‘ic’ ,s”th one magnitude itt n1 nr:tnal)v ci 1110 n,

2I 3 IL 14a:S-14b 1: tl Ant te’,v line, ,i’,s ir’ K t

ds i tonstral Iww ‘at fins) u ii”;iit I so’) i ‘‘ s is
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magnitude is not equal to the iatio of a (whole) number to a (whole) number”

Al-Mu’taman tacitly assumes that the “assumed magnitude” is a line segment.

Compare 321.8.

321.4 (L 14b:2-15a:9). “If there are two known unequal magnitudes, and

the lesser is subtracted from the greater, and the same is done to what re

mains of them, and they continually fall short of one another, such that one

never arrives at a remainder which measures what was left before (i.e. the Eu

clidean algorithm never stops), then the two magnitudes are incommensurable”

tEl., X:2).
321.5 (L 15a:10-15h:5). If A:BG:D and A is (in)commensurable with B,

then 6 is (in)commensurable with D (El., X:11).
321.6 (L 15b:6-16a:6). Two magnitudes a and b are (in)commensurahle if

and only if a + b and b are (in)commensurable (El., X:15,16); the proof is much

condensed by Al-Mu’taman.
321.7 (L 16a:7-17a:8). Two line segments are commensurable in length if

and only if their squares have the ratio of two square numbers (El., X:9).

321.8 (L 17a:9-17h:17). “We want to demonstrate how we find two lines

incommensurable with a known line, one in length only and the other in length

and in square” (El., X:10).
321 9 (L 18a:1-18b:6). If A, B, G, D, E and Z are line segments such that

A:B = 6:1) and A2 = B2 ± E2, G2 1)2 ± Z2 and E is (in)commensurable with A,

then Z is (in)commensurable with B (El., X: 14).

321.10 (L 18h:7-19b:16). If AB and G are two segments such that AB>G,

and if D is on AB such that AD.DBG2/4, then AD and DB are (in)com

mensurable in length if and only if AB2 = + x2 for a segment x (in)commen

surahic in length with AB (El., X:17,18).
321,11 (L 19h:17-21a:5). “Every rectangle contained by two rational lines

is rational. If one applies to a rational line a rational rectangle, its second side

is rational. if the ratio of one of them (i.e. one side) to the other is equal

to the ratio of a square number to a square number, the line equal in square

to it (to the rectangle) is rational. If the ratio of one of them to the other

is not equal to the ratio of a square number to a square number, the line whose

square is equal to it is irrational (asamm), and it is the (line) called rational

in square”. The first two of these theorems are El., X:19,20. The last two

theorems do not occur explicitly in the Elements. Euclid does not regard a line

which is rational in square as an irrational line.

321.12 (L 21a:6-22a:9), “We want to demonstrate how we find two lines,

rational and commensurable in square onlt. such that the square of the longer

line is equal to the square of the shorter line plus the square of a line which

is either commensurable in length with the longer line or incommensurable in

length with it, as we like, and such that any one of the assumed lines we want

is rational in length, or c th’rt ru us o Ii r it 1 length, as we
like” Jcl., X:29,30).

321.13 (1 22a:10-22h, I Fv’s recta 1gb cc ta red hr
rational and commensura be ii snuat e onh s irrat ioc a).
the medial (mnwassa(( rectangle, ,.nd the lint whose squats
irrational, let it he called h ust i rnrwas.sat Ii”
tion of” medial rectangle” is trot gix en in the (,re ‘It e”.
cept is frequently used I I’ rch 1

321 14 (L 22h:4-2 la’6). “tFor es ets rational he, to winch a rectangle equal
to a medial square is applied irs second side R ratcoua in sqr”e rind incom
menstrable in length u it th Ii re n huh t e r ct p,l ‘a . pph d’ (H
X:22)

321.15 (L 23a.7-23b. 1 v line o n cc ii dial line is
media” (El., X:23).

321.16 (L 2 3b: 16-24b.5(. ‘Tb excess ot a cci al ‘ ‘a r a mcdial line
is irrational” (El., X :26)

such that the sum of their squares is mediil, or (et e sni arr.rng r c cdi,il (rectan
gle) and such that the sum I t r II s at ‘a is arc ia s .r n ‘at ‘r surable with
twice the rectangle which tiret con i ai r, ‘a hateve at 0cc a want” (El
X:33,34,35).

321.20 (L 27a: 12-32b: 13). 1 Iris very long propictriron cmar ol 1:1
X: 36-47, 54-65, 73.84, 91- (02 It begins viOc a et ian “I two huts to
and b) rational and comm ‘ rs rat c i sq rats or iv rt air ci tt tilinearls , tin
joined line (a +- b) is called binomial (al-malta ii tier ailt c Ic d” ). and tire
excess of the longer (line) s ii ci on r (I rc) s Ii a m mr s/a ii)’
Then the following irrational straight lines are I ned’ ti 0 st L ixtl binomi
ais (defined after H., X:.4Th a rd po nres It fired c I X 8 I first h
medial al-muttasil s/hit l-mui c rtas a/s we si, LI X. Ic t atx’to.ne of a
rrredial straight line (aI-ni’ /d.cz di’ 1-moe acsa(o1 a a! awe’ s. 1’! \ 1) second
bimedial (El. X’ 38), scons a i mc I a rut a! tr i tic F ) majt r
dl muttaczl al-a’7am, El . 3

, cc inn ta/-ms i/O ii a arc ,r I X -

‘a lines ‘ahich are
are et it he called
is qual to it is also
X I) ‘l’ha defini
a! hot gir the con-

321.17 (L 24b:6-25h: h. ‘ltvcrs rectangle c. rutarned 1” tao mcdial straight
lines commensurable in s ra nlv s ti Ii i 0 r rl a 1 1:1 X 25)

321 18 (L 25b:4.26a21) “ c want to de ran Str it- ism’ sn crud two mcdi
al lines, commensurable it sq inc nub ‘, tontain p ir inn I mcdial re—tan
gle, as we like, and such that th squnic r. I ti c Is ups r it it is equal to the
square of the shorter (line) plus the square of a line t ‘a HI5 In tire longer
line is cummensurdble cc its ic ‘ ic cb its i , X: 31,32,

321. 19 W 26b: i-27a’ 11)’ We want to sic uric! str Ic con a c find r’a o lines
incommensurable in squar Is) ni iiuing on Ii t t 211 ii I such that
tire sum of their squares is rational, or On) corrtaaairrg a rational rrectangle) and
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a rational plus a medial area (al-rnrittasil al-qawz ‘alJ mun4iq wa-mi/wassal, El.,

X:40). that which produces with a rational area a medial whole (al-munJil

al-qawi ald munaq wa-muwassa, El., X:77), side of the sum of two medial

areas (al-muttaul al-qawi ‘ald rnuwassaayn, El., X:41), that which produces with

a medial area a medial whole (al-munfa3il al-qawi ‘ala rnuwassaayn, El., X:78)

Al-Mu’taman claims that the construction of these lines (cf. El., X:48-53,

85-90) follows from what he has already explained.

lie then treats the contents of the following theorems concerning the binomi

al, the first binomial, the apotome and the first apotorne: El, X:36,60,7 3,97,

42,79,54,91
Then follow the corresponding theorems on the first himedial, the second

binomial, the first apotome of a medial straight line and the second apotome

tEl,, X:61,98,37,74,43,80,5),92(’
These are followed by the corresponding theorems on the second himedial,

the third binomial, the second apotome of a medial straight line anti the third

apotome (El., X:62,99,3$,75,44,8 1,56,93); the theorems on the major, the fourth

binomial, the minor and the fourth apotome (El., X:63,100,39,76,45,82,57,94)

the theorems on the side of a rational plus a medial area, the fifth binomial,

that (line) which produces with a rational area a medial whole, and the fifth

apotome (El., X:,4,10l,40,77,46,83,5S,9S),and finally the theorems on the side

of the sum of two medial areas, the sixth binomial, that (line) which produces

with a medial area a medial whole and the sixth apotome (El., X :65,102,41,78,

47,84,5996).
321 21 (L 32b’ 14-34a:20). If a line segment is commensurable to an irra

tional line segment of one of the types defined in 321.20, the line segment

is an irrational segment of the same type (El., X:66-70,l03-107).

321.22 (1 34b 1-35h:4). Al-Mu’taman considers two rectangles a and h which

are incommensurable, so that either a is rational and b is medial, or a and

h are both medial. Let x2 = a + b. y2 = a — bj. lie then classifies x and as in

EL, X:7 1 first halt, 1(18,71 second half, 109,72,110.

321,23 (L 35b:5-36h:5). “If a line (AB) is divided in extreme and mean ra

tio (at G such that AB:AC; AG :BG), then if the smaller part (BG) is rational

in length, the (whole) line (ARt is the (line) called the first binomial; it the

greater part (AG) is rational (in length), the (whole) line tAB) is the fifth binomi

al, and if the divided line (AB) is rational in length, the smaller part tBGI

is the first apotome, and the greater part (AG) is the fifth apotome”. El., X111:6

proves that if AB is rational in length, RU is the fifth apotome and AG is

an apotome of unspecified type. ‘I he remainder of the theorem does not occur

iii the Elements. See I lerz-Fischler, 122.

321 .24 (1. 36b:6-12). “Every rectangle contained by a binomial and its (i.e.

be corresponding) apotome is rational. This theorem resembles EL, X. 114.

maining side an apotome o( t vpe” . To tra’s’,ia e mat
would he misleading, hecaun t s ord is ust d i in
text one considers a ratio a) t s sg B( a
Mu’taman proves the toll swmg AR is i a hi i ma),
or (c) a second hi edial, or 2 a major. or el a sidi’ of a
al area, or (f) a side of•’ medial plusainedial area then
or (hI a first apotome of a iaed I straght hut (C)

a medial straight line, i I) in i ii (e t t it

a rationa rectangle a mcd il t o U iT i c ) ‘.

medial rectangle a media1 iae ‘.cd ‘ 3a2.

Section 322
Title: 1 he second st ctio

combination sx ith lines ar d I a r
mensurability and commensu ib i s
The title in L 38a. 1(1-13 has “ irclc
and circles”.

Number of propositions (1 ‘1 i s ci ior is ,‘oir

1 38a-49a.
Subject - rationality and it rail i I to I sides a I sit ii

:ional segments and the pentagon. preliminaries “ t.o’ r’ car
tionali iv and regular polyhedra tatic between r rctnnt cit a a on)
the circle

Sources: Euclid, Elements Xl 1 1 sob X X of (5 4’
sicles(, Banfi Müsa, Meacwemu Pin is2

Ions of inidentified origin.
Pruposd ions:
322.1 L 38a:14-38h:17. K S?a 4 i2 ‘l’sl caei

lie feet of its altitudes art ii i i I c i livi hi s
If one of its altitudes is tat I e iii its

it is ratiot al in square only ti aininJ dine I . ‘

3222 IL 3b:i-39b:’), K 8a: H)

ie’. such that the ratio of iii’. ‘e tanele contained iT saP
ad the e\cess ot that halt as ii na tin’ di t

321.25 (L 36b: 13-37a: 10) ‘it ,o a binomial line a atlans tcc.angle is ap
plied, its other side is an apoionw of its type, and it to a’ apot&’15 e a rational
rectangle is applied, its othe’ ‘4 i is a b nomia 1 is pr wed
(among uthcr things) ir rf is

( i iHi I

and based on 32L24.
321.26 (L 37a:1 l-38a:8, the last line also in K ya ,. Limb i anal rectan

gle of which one side is one ‘4 the ‘mined line’. imattan/4!( ha as the re
,i hinornials”

dci ‘.e Jr the
343 FiT A.
4 i hone Lal,

i:,ius.,i mcdi
‘a an apotorne

s III polorne of

icc ‘ with
,If ‘Cs \i itli a

;si p nit s in ii’

is iiTd ir a
I Is , i, hit itle ats. -

‘mc) plane fg sri’s’ i’asIcr,itl t

‘in iTs in

S iflC,Oi 5’

t K 58a.2-3.
‘pane tigures

sat K 5%s6la,

gles, icia
miung irra
‘laineter at

(a ‘i Is lyp
Opt Si

ais,d ide,
ml arts)

I, ut if
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iii, iii)
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by the remaining excesses is equal to the ratio of a square number to a square

number, the altitudes are rational in length. And if the ratio is not equal to

the ratio of a square number to a square number, then the altitudes are ration

al in square only”. In other words: Let a, h, c be the three sides of a triangle,

and put s = (a + h + c)/2. If s(s — a) : (S — b)(s — c) = m2 : n2 for integer m, n, then

the altitudes are rational in length. Otherwise they are rational in square only.

Uses 312.14.
322.3 (L 39h:10-40a:20, K 58h:4-18). “(In) every triangle with rational sides,

such that its altitude is rational in length, the diameters of the circles con

structed about it and in it (i.e. the circumcircle and the incircle) are also ra

tional in length. If its altitude is rational in square only, they are rational in

square only”.
322 4 (L 40h’1-41a:4, K 58h:19-31). “For eery equilateral triangle in a cir

cle whose diameter is rational in length, its side is rational in square, and it

is equal in square to three times the square of the side of the hexagon inscribed

in it” (El.. XIII: 12). Euclid does not state explicitly that the side of the trian

gle is rational in square.
322,5 (L 41a:5-42a:ll, K 59a:l-29). “(For) every equilateral pentagon (in

scribed) in a circle with rational diameter, its side is irrational, and it is the

(line) called minor” (El., XIII: 11).
322.6 (L 42a:12-43a:3,K 59a:30-59b:l0). “(For) every equilateral pentagon

inscribed in a circle with diameter rational in square, its side is irrational, and

it is the (line) called minor”. This proposition is assumed in El., XIII: 16 hut

not explicitly proved in the Elements. The proposition is an easy consequence

of 322.5.
322.7 (L 43a’4-43h:2, K 59b:11-25). “(For) every equilateral pentagon (in

scribed) in a circle and having a rational side, the diameter of the circle is

irrational, and it is the (line) called major”. The proof uses 321.26 and 322.5.

322.8 (L 43h:3-44b:2, K 59h:26-60a:15). “(In) every circle, the side of the

pentagon falling in it is equal in square to the side of the hexagon and the

side of the decagon falling in it”. That is to say: S2 = s6 + 5w2, writing sn for

the side of the inscribed regular n-gon in a circle (El., XIII:10). Probably used

in 512.14 (now lost, see the remarks at the end of section 512).

322.9 (1, 44h:3-45a:4, K 60a:16-29). “The square of the side of the (regular)

pentagon plus the square of the side which subtends the angle of the pentagon

inscribed in a circle (that is, the square of the diagonal of the pentagon) are

five times the square of half the diameter”. This is taken from “Book XIV”

of the Elementi, lemma before prop. 2 (tr. Heath, vol. 3, 513-514). See the

end of section 512.
322.10 (L 45a:5-45b:2, K 60h: 1-12). “H the side of the regular) hexagon

,t,..,,’,,,,,, I.,,n ,l,’r,cn,,1 (inst ribecl in the same Circle) or

subtracted from it, the ‘a bl lint is dis fled a s’x 7 and racan ratio”. The
proof follows El.. Xlii :), hi’ Euclid does not dinniss t n- can where the side
of the decagon is suhi r Ic tbs si 1 (5 sh used in
512.14 (now lost).

322.11 (L 45b:3-49a, K 60b: 1 1.6 lb 31 “I’he ‘a”ni “-“ of a circle ex
ceeds three times the d i ) ls c th a (3/71 of th’
diameter”. The proof is talsi irs in ibe 13an6 M6s i. ltrm at of Plane and
fpherical Tigures, prop. 6 The tacL that this thi-orcin ‘cu 11. n ectiori 322 en
titled “on the propertie. dc ‘a it) ci i. rability and
commensurability”, suggests that Al-Mu’tainan helteved .s e if the diameter of
a circle is rational, rise cii cii’aterencs- is iratt ma) A n ci this fact was
beyond the reach of an is mc cites a r i sc I

Species 33
Title’ “The third spec is c t rd pc c 7’ /.i 51 .1 s’ In genera

of the mathematical iciem en on i b properties of a net, at filds and plane figures
in combination, with respes t to assumptio and ls not1 sis P divided rn/u
two section.s” (I 49b 2-( K a 4) lbs t t c s K 21 1( without
the italicized words.

Section 331
Title “The first section on the properties of hOes, isgu an 1 i c tilinear plane

figures” çL 4913:7-8, K 6a4 51.

Number of proposit it) St

The whole section is extant n 1 (9}.7t mc) n K c2 t S
Subject and sources: most of the propositos’s in ilo s 70 n t trsightfor

ward summaries of one i i it i o ) ,ii s ii 1 1 sIb instead
0f the word “given” (dcdomemo , -vhich is c cc4 in tb5’ In c ka of the Data,
Ai-Mu’taman uses “assumed” ma/rod) or so fletiflie ‘1 t ‘lam) A few
theorems in this section s aks i ft si II i I i nsa Jlnng.r

1 use the numbering of the propcsNitlons of The sect ion In. pins with defi
nitions, which Isave been err..’ns’nns1’ nsinsher a) “1” 1’ h’i mnpc’sltnn 3 I I
is numbered “2” in K, an lbs sat ii i ef /t I ammad ilsi
Sartãq in Ms Istanbul, Aya Sc’f sn 4830 (sec Inimodc dOn’t. S i. nec with the
numbering in L

The section begins ‘a itt if c ii fi i ion ii I a 1315 lie fist
four li:erailv:

“Mapnitudes art’ said i h I u ,w it’ 4z5 I ni ‘ i iS t I 0’ i 5.15 s; cc nal
to them,

A rinKs is said to he lcnnss n II it hs’iss ccli 1.70 “ 7 “ hill Jet ‘a c oh
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Points and magnitudes are said to he assumed in position (mafrthI al-wa4’)

if they are assumed and individualized in the imagination or by the senses,

in an indisidual place, to which we can refer, and the position of which we

can define; and they do not change from where they were placed.

Rectilinear figures are said to be assumed in shape (mafrac,I al-kJailqa) if each

of their angles at their concave side is assumed in size, and if the ratios be

tween their sides are assumed” (L 49b:10-19, K 62a:6-11).

The first three definitions are unlike the definitions in the Data of Euclid.

The last definition resembles definition 4 in the Arabic version of Euclid’s Data

(which corresponds to clef. 3 in the Greek, see Thaer, “Euklids Data in

arahischer Fassong”, 201).

The text then defines the following concepts: (5) a circle assumed in size

(according to the text, the circle should be in a “plane assumed in position”),

i6(a circle assumed in size and position, (7) a segment of a circle assumed

in size, (8) a segment of a circle assumed in size and position, (9) a magnitude

ahicli is greater than a magnitude by an assumed thing, (10) a magnitude which

is less than a magnitude by an assumed thing, (11) a magnitude which is great

er than a magnitude which has to another magnitude an assumed ratio, by an

assumed thing, (12) a magnitude which is less than a magnitude which has to

another magnitude an assumed ratio, by an assumed thing, (13) a descending

line, (14) an ascending line, (15) a line coupled with a placed (line), These clefini

tons correspond with clefs 5-15 ol the Arabic version of the Data.

Propositions:
331.1 (L SOh:7-51a-4, K 62a:23-31). “(For) every two magnitudes assumed

in size, the ratio between them is assumed” etc. (Data, 1 and 2).

331.2 IL 5 la:5-5 lb:7, K 62b: 1-12). “(For) every pair of magnitudes such that

the ratio between them is assumed, the ratio of their sum to each of them

is assumed’, etc. (Data, 6 and 5).

331,3 (L 51h:8-52a:10, K 62b:13-25). “(If) magnitudes (are) such that their

ratio to one magnitude is assumed, the ratio between them is assumed”, etc.

(Data, 8 and 9).
331.4 (L S2tu 11-5 Ia: 13, K (22h:26-63a: 16). Data, 10 and Data, 11, the first

part only. The second part is missing in the Arabic translation of the Data,

see ‘l’haer, “Euklids Data in arabisclter Fassung”, 202.

331.5 (L53a:14-54a:13, K 63a:17-63h:5). Data, 14,15,16.

331 6 (L 54a: l4-55b: 12, K 63b;6-64a:6). Data. 17,18,19, A1-Mu’taman also

proves the following theorem for thi cc magnitudes a, h and c- if a-b is assumed,

and b is greater than a magnitude which has to c an assumed ratio by an as

toed thing - ti ten a is greater than a magn it ode which has to c an :tssu med

ratio by an assumed thing.
‘, 1 ,21 2 ‘.2/ - 2 V /4,, /.. I/I ‘Ti ,t, ,‘.,.,,+,-‘.,-, I ,,,l,,W .

s r a is,

is assumed, and the rand) at the parts of one a them to ihi part’ of the other
is assumed and not equal I a. r to of the hole tire sole hen the ra
tio of dl (parts) to all (i’-’. usc d t H

331.8 (L 56a: 14 56h:8, K 64a 12 3) “II t ;o Iii is a h is i. assumed in
position intersect, then the point ol intersection is 4lso assumed’ (Data, 25).

aman adds that the Ii-ie,s asas he cars €4 o U tip

331.9 (L 56b:9-57b 18 K 41 22) (at I i r slai’h arc)
assumed in position intersi thi angk s ptodi id b wit sters tion are as
sumed. tb) If one draws Ira us ,in ,iss umed (‘cli 51 On a 1)1’ whir ii is assumed
in position a line which contains sx ith it an assumed tn0h then it the new
line) is assumed in posit ot n i sstsmed ci tt i Sr Ir ju s from
an assn ed point a line a I t sins iih w Cs iss sc d i posi
tion an assumed angle in at. assumed direction, then the Jr to a line) is as
sumed in position and size rJ It one draws trim it t1s’ pc i a .s hoe assumed
in magnitude to tnect the un ss his Is is’tss in ‘ 1 pc a (tI ir iv n line
is assumed in position ansI t’. a itli it ‘th s at i stoned an
gle in an assumed directior ‘I lit tern (ai C U as tse 1) a F0eoi ems (hI,
(c) and (d) correspond more ot less to Data, U itt anJ 31

331.10 L 57h: iQ-58h:20, K 64h 23-651 14 stidi 11,5 t ogle to be
assumed in shape (Data 3

331.11 (P 59a,l-59h 10, K 65a 1 31) For tt ii c tiat one of its
angles is assumed and the ra, io beta ceo the tw ‘ Ic-s c’r’t’ tat’ rhs0 an, t ht an
gle is assnnsed and the third Jfll C of knots-s t ‘a i s j t in acute,
is know in shape” (Data 4 4

331.12 (1, 59h 11 -60h,8, K 51 l 26) ‘11 t .s a’ i 19 5 assumed
Point a inc parallel to a linc aisle) is assumed in p11) t ros tx’ a awr line is
assumed in position” (Data. )0 Corollaries, I) Ia 3 33

331.1 3 (L 60h U-61a 6 K h 2 (6 t.4) 11 in t
parallel I nes that are know t on md s it f’c
at the two (parallel) lines, 405, t)rt’ dctangle Co11,4itsci) a hr
line divided: by the point is ktra’,-n, then the hoc i’, lsoo. a
from Ihn al. I Jaytham, )p: K to’, “sept 11, ‘ c o’

331.14 (F 61a’7-61h:20, s c is p op ) Itt 0 r
K 66a:4-2 3). “11 an tingle a s it C pIe a hot a
which divides it (i.e. the atsg’c into tao knots-i
parts of the base is equal Ic, tha ,itir o orse a) iT
angle to t line, the ratio of t i t hr as
topic) is nown If [lie trig) I t it ‘a F Ic a
‘ne of it5 angles a line wine), J:s’tdes Ii b5e 15

• divided into knots-n parts - l3’ “s-si rota
i/isaa I .)d N) Sod1)) i ..i

r
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331.15 (L 62a:1-62h:5, K 66a:24-66h:9). “If there is drawn from a known

point to a straight line which is known in position a straight line, and if this

straight line is broken at a known angle, and if the ratio of the first (part of

the broken) line to the second (part of the broken) line which contain the an

gle is known, then the end of the second line is on a known straight line”.

Borrowed from Ibn al-Ilaytham, On Known Things, I, 5 (Sédillot, 444).

33116 (L 62b:6-63a:17, K 66b:l0-29). “If there are a line which is assumed

in position and two known points, and from them two lines are drawn so as

to meet on the (assumed) line, and (a) if they contain an assumed angle, or

(ht if the ratio of one of them to the other is assumed, or (c) if the sum of

the squares of the two lines is assumed, then the two lines are assumed in

position and magnitude”. Theorems ( a) and (b) were taken from Ibn al-I laytham,

On Known Thints, 11:6,7 (Sédillot, 452). For theorem (c) compare 22.18 and

On Known Things, 1:22 (Sédillot, 449-450).

331.17 (L 63a:18 63h:20, K 66h:30-67a:10). “If there are two parallel lines

assumed In position, and two points are assumed on one of them, and two

lines are drawn from them to meet on the other line, such that the rectangle

of (i.e. contained by) one of them and the other is known, then the two lines

are known in position and size”. Taken from lhn al-Ilaytham, On Known Things,

11:8, but the proof is shortened.

331 .18 (1 64a: 1-64b: 11, K 67a: 11-26). “If two lines which are known in

position intersect, and a point is assumed, not on the lines, and a line passes

through th point, ending at th two lines that are knuwn in position, (a) such

that the ratio between the parts (of this line) divided at it (the point) is known,

or (h) such that the rectangle (contained) by one of them and the other is

known, then the line is known in position and magnitude”. Taken from Ibn

al-llaytham, On Known Things, 11:16,17 (Sédillot, 454-455).

331.19 IL 64b:12-65a:1 I, K 67a:27-67h:9). “(In) every triangle such that one

of its angles is assumed and the ratio of two of its sides as one line to the

other side is known, the triangle is assumed in shape” (Data, 45,46).

331 20 (L 65a:12-65h9, K 67h:9-20). “Rectilinear figures assumed in shape

are divided into triangles assumed in shape” (Data, 47).

331.21 (L 65h:10-66a:17, K 67h:20-68a:3). “If one draws on one line two

triangles assumed in shape, the ratio between them is assumed” (Data, 48).

Corollaries’ Data, 49,52.

331.22 ii. 66a: 18-66h: 14, K 68a:4- 16). “(For) every pair of lines such that

the ratio between them is assumed, (if) on them two figures are drawn, as

sumed in shape and contained by straight lines, the ratio between them (the

figures) is assumed” (Data, 51).

331.23 (1. 66b: 1 5-67h: 3, K 68a: 17- 30). “If there are two figut’es assumed

‘wl ik,’ ai ii, of a side of one of them to a side of the other is as—

I act a at Pat is tlw

sunied, or the ratio bet e n he figures is a. stimed i ie atios of (all) the sides
of one of them to the si as 0 ih other a e cs irne 4’ L ate 53,54) Corol
lary. Data, 55.

331.24 (L 67h:4-68a K K $l .1-15) “If t( etc an tu 9 na igulat parallelo
grants and the ratio between them is assumed, the ii tb. rat to of a side of one
of them to a side of lii se one) (pat allelogram s qu 4 to he ratio of the
other side of the see ond f an ill ‘10) ram) to ii ii’ sos i that th other side (of
the first parallelogram) l a ratio to t e qu 1 t t ii at c 1 i’ figure to the
figure” (Data, 56).

331.25 (1. 68a 8-681 5, K I -2 4. If o is’ d s t n ssumed line an
assun ed figute such that 1 11 1 ort of it n aees s i hi ,s igurt assumed
in shape, then the breadth, of th figure (tom s its I
to wuich is added arc as ‘in ‘4 ( )ata, 8, ‘)

331.26 (L 68h:6-69a,2, K ,81 28 65a’ 9 vs
angle is assumed, not a n’ ,lii so i the iii

of the line subt ending the Jssui ri’s angle o er he
remaining sides to (2) he a a f the tr at is as’

331.27 (L 69a:3-14, K (5)a’8 1 )i “If thCns is i ti

the r tio of the rectangl I ic tn sides e it Ii

angle is assumed” (Dat , 6)

331.28 (1, 69a lS-70a 1( I
corned angle, the ratio it he
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o h
nei
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331.34 (L 75a:3-75b:9, K 71a:22-71b:9). Data, 80, but the proof is based

on 331.28.
331.35 IL 75h:10-76a:10, K 71b:10-22). Data, 83.

Section 332
Title: “The second section on the properties of circles according to their com

bination with lines, angles and rectilinear figures” (K 62a:4-5 = L 49b:7-8). The

title is incompletely given in K 71b:24 =L 76a:12 as “the second section of

the third species”.

Number of propositions: at least 3. Only the beginning is extant in L

76a: 1 1-78b, the first few lines also in K 7 lh:2 3-30.

Subject: locus theorems involving circles.

Sources: Ibn al-I layrham, On Known Things; there is also material of unknown

origin.
Propositions:

332.1 (I, 76a:1 3-77a:7, the beginning also in K 71b:25-30). “If there are an

assumed circle and an assumed point outside it, and if from the point one draws

a line which intersects the circle and which is divided by the circumference

into two parts such that Ia, b) one of the parts is known in size, or (c) the

ratio of one of them to the other is known, or Id) the rectangle of one of them

and the other is known, or (e) it cuts off from the circle a known segment,

then the line is known in position. In other words, if D is a given point out

side a given circle, and if a straight line through D intersects the circle at points

C and A, then if (a) the length of GD is given, or (b) if the length of GA

is given, or Ic) if AG:GD is given or Id) if AG GD is given or (e) if GA

cuts off from the circle a segment of given size, then line DGA is determined

tie, there are finitely many such lines DGA that can all be constructed).

Sources: (h) and (c) were inspired by [bn ai-llaytham, On Known Things.

11:2, 1 (Sédillot, 450-451); (c) is also solved in 313.2.

332.2 IL 77a:8-78a: 17). “If there are a circle which is assumed in size and

position and a line assumed in position outside it, and a (second) line is drawn

which intersects it (the circle) and which meets the line that is assumed in

position at a known angle; then, if one of the segments of the line intersecting

the circle, namely (a) what falls inside the circle or (b) what fails outside it,

is known in size, or Ic) if a known segment is cut off from the circle, or (d)

if it (the line) is divided by the circle in a known ratio, then it (the second

line) is known in position”. in other words, let a circle be given and a straight

line which does not intersect the circle. If another line intersects tire circle

at B and C and the first line at Z. such that (a) the length of BC is given

or (b) the length of GZ is given or Ic) the circular segment with base BC has

Species 41
The title is missing a pit a) it t

cies 41 was not divided itt o ,ect ions

Number of propositions 2 I he begit io’s is mrs

and the text of 41 ii 4 . si ixinni r (

Subject: eleme1rtar stc’rometi of hires, )‘tOOt’N cd t

Source: Liernents, Boos Xl.
Propositions:

41.12 (figure in h Ha text nrrssrtig. -l he eu v 0

XI.12,
41.13 (K 74a:I-6) ‘ ‘Their t’rii’rot lie phi ed ‘s a

to one plane at one potn 1’/, Xi 1
41.14 (K 74a,7 15). “1 tt P u is per s - Ii

.rre parallel’. H., Xl: 14
4115 (K 74a,16-2)t

p,traltel to tv o other lint
5 not n one pl ins

r e er i-wi Ito
1r eli ii t ton a

ne v I ‘i;ar ii
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a given size, or (d) BC ( / is given, then line HG! ‘s d1 rer’njned The solo
tion of id) and the figur eec ad pted loin I in a] TI at s n. I Known 17 ings,
11:2 3 (Sédiilot, 456). Problem rbt ma rsk”r I”’r H’ a ‘ ‘ ii 1113 ‘Sédil
lot, 453). Problem (d) is also so]- ed in 313 for tin I’ll:” Iwre the given line
intersects the circle,

332.3 IL 78a: 18-78h, the text breaks all ‘o the i sill) st n sentence) “it
there is drawn from a ]cno n point in the plans at CItclc risat is known in
position and size, (tire pa it 1 ) sot I is u’ I’ . I igl t line to tin
circumference of the choIr , rind it it is extended in i st”nngtc lint’ and if the
ratic of the first line ts i is sceond line is Pno en t c -, itst extremity of the
second line is on a circle kinoi-s’n ii sir’ tsl nst

In modern words: it from a given point C soc di aa’:a straight line CA
to the circumference of n rye s tie and I is t ext mdc I such that
CA.AD is a given ratio, thtii H i also ‘n a gui-en ‘r it ‘I pwposition is
trivial for the case i-i- lrc.. e 1 is the senitre of tl e

Al-Mu’taman copied iist p ii ted en Os it intl ii ( en proof from
Ihn al-I Jaytham, On Ko 717 1. 17 z’l. 1:3 t lit Cnrt.nci,ntna neon’ in exactly the
same words in On Kr üî c I ins Ms Pa is I . 2 P 11-20, see also
Sédillot, 443.444)

Note on the missing pan I

lhn al-i laytham ‘s On K o IYir H in 1 1 o - 1 t t (5 circles, anti
it is likely that some of these were stin,nn’nrizej Oi- \l H “ O’o in the re’
nsainrder of this section i-i skis c non’ P

stir e cii i - no ci- that spe

rigt:rc of 41. 12

tiiples

a’ ‘i as that of 1’!

I per pe ndieulars

he Ilane.

roe and are

I he do

k Xl 15,
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41.16 (K 74a:30-74b:4). “If a plane intersects two parallel planes, the two

intersections are parallel” (El, X1:16).

41,17 (K 74b:5-14). “(For) every two planes which intersect and which are

perpendicular to one assumed plane, the intersection is perpendicular to the

assumed plane” (El., X1:19).

41.18 (K 74h:15-29). “(For) every three plane angles which contain a solid

angle, the sum of every two of the three angles is greater than the remaining

angle” (El., X1:20).
41.19 (K 74b:30-75a:8). “(For) every solid angle, the plane angles which con

tain it are (together) less than four right angles” (El., XI:21).

41.20 (K 75a:9-26). “We want to construct from three plane angles such that

the sum of every two angles is less than the remaining angle, a solid angle.

Thus it is necessary that the three angles are together less than four right an

gles” (El., XI:23). Uses 22.21.

41.21 (K 75a:26-75b:16). “We want to construct at a known point of a known

line a (solid angle) equal to an assumed solid angle” (El., X1:26).

41,22 (K 75b:17-76a:3l). El., XI:35, the enunciation is quoted in the in

troduction § 4.
Information on missing parts:

According to a marginal remark in 431.1, referring to K 9lb9, it was proved

in 41.6 that two parallel lines are in one plane. A marginal reference in 431.2:

“that is proven in the second proposition and in the seventh (proposition) of

the first species of the fourth species”, referring to K 92a:8, suggests that 41.2

was El., XI:2 and 41.7 was El., XI:7. The first 16 propositions of species 41

may well have corresponded to the first 16 theorems in Book XI of the

Elements.

Species 42
Title: “The second species of the fourth species on the properties of spheres

and sections that are produced in them, (the spheres being) not in combina

tion. It is divided into two sections” (K 76b:2-3).

Section 421
Title: “The first section on the properties of circles falling in the sphere,

not in combination” (K 76b:3-4).

Number of propositions: unknown. hut at least 19.

Only the definitions at the beginning and the first four propositions are ex

tant in K 76l 78h.
Subject Elementary properties of circles on spheres.

Sources: Theodosius, cpherics, Books I-Ill (abbreviated to Thi; Euclid, Ele

ments, Book Xl (definitions only).

b anher is (tIc
c (K 6b.9-11)
am . ther plane (ci.

The section begins will def t thom h I h c to ,erc
ence. The following concepts are defined 1K 76h’- lOt

1. Th sphere, which is defined as the is lid of ri ol tto’i

(as in def 14 in El XI
2. The centre of a K 1 re ( XI def ). A Mo on

all radii of a sphere are e.uaI ‘l’h , I, dci. 11.

3. The axis (miIwar) ef a sphere (Tb.. I. del. 1: tlso iii 11
4 The two poles of spht c (El I, -1)
5 fhe poles of paralle cir e ot i sp ( s I f
6 and 7. “The distance of circles drawn or the suriau if ths sphere to the

centre is called an equal distance if the perpendiculars drawn from the centre
to their planes are equal and I c ‘rde) o I tb said
circle) such that the peipet ci Kr m th ci is

8. A plane “inclined ti (that is, not perperidi ilam
El., XI, def. 6).

C) A plane inclined to a plant by an inc linatio ins ii

of another plane to am ii m I / , X c ‘f I
10. Two planes with a im nation great that to Item

the definition is missing).
11. Tangent circles on a sphere iTh,, 11, defin
Propositions:
421 1 (K 76b: 16-7 la: ) “I tie ,‘ rfacc f a , en s a

tion common to the two surfaces is the circunitereto’s of

the centre is the centre of the sphere — if it (ths plane p
centre of the sphere — c t at t of the p r ml u
of the sphere to it (the p u’ t locs n t p hr
sphere (Th., 1:1). The tu o poles of it are the too encipomn of

ular if it is extended to meet the surface of the sphere and ml e converse ot
that also” (compare Th., 10; (‘utollaries Ii , I fi,’ at its on’erse

all circles through the pol c it Ic in r it i & 11 ,12 if too
great circles intersect at rtghi angles, they pass through tIn y f one another
and the distance between tire poics is the side of the seplare . crscribcd in the
sphere; Tb., 1:11,15; TI’ [1,1 ‘ TI’ 1:6

421 2 (K 77a:26-77h 21 “ sec are o c s t shtch & t
a circumference of ne e hi great) i elm it a ‘m Ic p it, and if th
Poles of the two (circles) arc’ on that circle, the two etc lc am & r Ingent If two
circles on a sphere are tangi ci’ he great ciri I hi l 1ca thin e1i their poles
passes through their pomn & t t f s tI f’lr F poll
of contact of two circles id at pc of c I to t. thr igh
pole of the other” (Tb.. 11: l.1,ai, (.orollan Tb. ibil

421 3 iK 77h:20-78a’ 15’ “it a great ci’ dc : no a p6t c is tancent to

icc’c Its eginning)
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another circle (2) of the circles on the sphere, it is (also) tangent to another

circle (3) on the sphere equ to that circle (2) and parallel to it” (Th., 11:6,7).

Corollaries: Tb., 11:8,9.

421.4 (K 78a:15-78b:29, the text is complete hut the figure is missing). Th.,

111-1,2 combined to one proposition. One considers a circle and a chord, which

is the base of a second segment of a circle in a different plane, and one studies

the maximal and minimal distances between a fixed point on the segment to

a variable point on the first circle under certain assumptions.

Information on missing parts:

421.7 included Th., 11:10 (marginal references in 422.16, to K 86a:3 and

K 86a: 13).
421.8 included Tb,, 11:13 (marginal reference in 422,17, K 86h:11).

421.14 included ‘lb., 111:4 (marginal references in 422.16, K 86a:2 and

422.17, K 86h:11; this reference was put next to 86h:8 by scribal ertor. There

is on the same leaf a marginal reference to 421.4, ‘ hich belongs to 86h:8).

421 1) included Th., 111:3 (marginal reference in 422.16, K 86a:7).

Section 422
Title: “The second section on the properties of circles of the spheres and

their arcs and chords, according to their combination (quoted from the begin

ning of species 42 in K 76h:4’S).

Number of propositions: 21. Propositions 1, 2 and part of proposition 3 are

missing. The rest of the section is extant in K 79a-90h’ 12.

Subject: figures consisting of arcs of great circles on a sphere, especially

spherical triangles.
Sources: Menelaus, .cphei’ics, Books 1,11,111 (abbreviation: Men., for proposi

tion numbers according to Krause’s edition, Bj., for proposition nunthers in

Bjnrnbo, ,Studien, if there is’- difference): ‘rlieodosius,.Spheric.i, Book [Ii (ab

breviation’ Tb.); Thitbit ibn Qurra, On the Transversal Theorem. Editions and

literal translations of propositionS 4,5,6 and 13 can be found in my article

“Which Version of Menelaus’ .cpherics Was Used by Al-Mn’taman in 11 is

fsiikmal“
Propositions:
422.3 (K 79a-79h:l). Only the very beginning of the proposition is missing,

the enunciation ends in K 79a: 1 . The proposition loves the following for a

spherical triangle ABC: If arc(AB) = arc(AG), then L B = C (Men. - 1:2, Al

Mn’taman shows that triangles ABC and ACB are congruent). If B = L C

then arc(AB = arc($G) tMen., I: 3). Ii C> L B, then arc(AB)> arcAGi

iMen , 1:7) and vice versa (Mcii., 1:6). Al-Mu’taman then tiroves Men.,

1: 10,11 11 (corollary): the sum of the angles in a spherical triangle is greater

than too right angles.

422 4 (K 79h’2 81 Yhcc ii’ iC c 01 sphe ical ii ia
gles ‘iwo spherical i lea 13( 1)1 at ha q ;al angles at
sides if (a) z A z I a c A a c-i 4,1 5,B,, 11
(I) z A L D, / B arc I rc(l)/ .u 7 is not a sc
ci dc, arcdA) + at I is not a s micildlt ( I . 16, M.enela
does not mention the last coirdiric n. which N sug it) ro’ as . . L A = L D — R

C z 7 R, BC liZ iMen , 1:12;, too K ianJ (or a right angle: 4
A= LI), arc(AB; ‘ arctl)Er.arcrBC; e 1-7. 1, K L 7 R. tThe las.

too conditions are incorrect. Men , 1 13 in the a ‘ s’ n of \bu \asr ibn ‘Iraq
edited ha Krause, Ii a th . corrt ci condit on i I” / L 2 RI (e) r A = L I
z B= LE. C / len. 1 4 13) 1:11) “ Mt I C (B)., 1:1’

422.5 (K 80h 2 8 1 Mt 11 ‘ ) 21 Sr
422,6 (K 81h: I 4 r i c it the a tc ato riangl

ABC, Dl / and (if AC q ral to a; I (it) ng A is grea
than angle D and (1 lea I in ogle 7 a ig . ate both iii

less than right angles then 1 say that arc BC create’ thai are EZ and C it

arc ED is greater thai; ii c B\”. [‘his is Met;. 1 2 : III :11’. but the ye’
siam edited by Krause las tustead ot C B r K, L I 11 t h’ ascire general ccndi
Hon LB+ CE2R

422.7 (K 81b:18 82 1
arc(BC) is a semicit I
ing properties: (1) z 3 )(
a circle, Al Mu’ ; am i \a a I

(2 then (1) and (3) M n, P
Men.). lie then pt ivea Men

422.8 tK 82a:15,82b.22i Men.. 1 .31, 3 rbe,
422.9 (K 82h:2 3-6 En lo; .1 lemma ‘aLto; liter

(Ic tin’ lransversai I ‘c’orcr” correspond lug to I
medieval Latin translatIon ,irid in the Russian
104:35-105:2(1, Cons r to ii gi tat etc C
it tsccting in A and ( a I iron a pc it I
diculars UK, ZL ont t 4’ I I t

(i;(2AZ) J’he notat a 142A1 tnt a 4 c
422,10 (K 83a 11 11 S ace u ha e

let between arcs All, BC I’ca II) (,I’ itcta
he (taLen) from great circles Ialllng on tic sphere

semicircle. I sin that the ratr, i i the cliuril
0 twice arc BE is ccir:iioonaic-d aI the
ilte Itonl of to ce a ‘ I )\\‘ ,ind ci tic ‘ iii I

to the chord of tat i c (1 In Cc 111

as aug cc, the pro t hi i i (‘1
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Theorem, corresponding to § 8 in Bjørnbo’s edition of the medieval Latin trans

lation and in the Russian translation of Rozenfeld to 105:21-106:1. The proof

is based on the lemma 4229. One also proves Ch(2AE):Ch(2EB) = (Ch(2AW):

Ch(2WD)) .(Ch(2GD):Ch(2GB)).

422.11 (K 83h:12-84a:12, figure in K 84b). Men., 111:2: If ABG and DEZ

are two spherical triangles such that (1) . A = D, and (2) L G = . Z or

LG+ LZ=2R, where R is a right angle, then (3) Ch(2AB):Ch(2BG)=

Ch(2DE’f:Ch(2EZ). Conversely: if (1) and (3) hold, then (2) follows. The text

resembles Krause, Arabic text, 64:11-65:14, but in K 83b:16 and 84a:7,12 the

text says that angles G and Z are right (angles), where the edition of Krause

(Arabic text, 64:15, first occurrence, 65:8, 65:13) states correctly that angles

G and Z are equal. The Isti/erniul uses in 422.11 and the following propositions

the term nair qaws AB (“the line corresponding to arc AB”) for Ch(2AB),

whereas in the version of Abü Nar ibn ‘Iraq, edited by Krause, the sine of

AB is used.

422.12 (K 84a:13-84b:l0, figure in K 85a, top of page). Men., 111:3 (the

text resembles Krause, Arabic text 65:21-66-18). Al-Mu’taman then cites the

corollary in Krause, Arabic text, 66:19-21, and he adds a proof which may

be his own. In K 84a:27, Al-Mu’tarnan calls the theorem “if (a:h) = (c:d) . (e:f),

then (a:c) = (h:f) (e:d)”, “the fourth case of the 18 cases of composition of ratio”.

These 18 cases of composition of ratio were treated in Thiibit ibn Qurra, On

the Transversal Theorem (tr. Rozenfeld, 107).

422.13 (K 84b:11-29, figure in K 85a, bottom of page). Men,, 111:4 (the

text resembles Krause, Arabic text, 67:12-68:5).

422.14 (K 85a:i-21, figure missing). Men., 111:6,7 (the text resembles Krause,

Arabic text, 72:23-73:16 and 73:19-74:2).

422.15 (K 85a:22-85h:9). Men., 11:19 (corresponding to Krause, Arabic text,

53:15-54:8 and to Bj., 11:11).

422.16 (K 85b:10-86a:14). Th., 111:5-6, two theorems on two equal consecu

tive arcs on a great circle and their projections to other great circles. The figure

is corrupt. Theodosius and A1-Mu’taman say nothing about the astronomical

application of these theorems to equal consecutive arcs on the ecliptic and the

corresponding right ascensions and declinations.

422.17 (K 86a:15-86b:24). Th., 111:7-8, again two theorems on two consecu

tive arcs on a great circle and their projections, in a slightly more complicated

situation. Again no word is said on the astronomical application to equal arcs

on the eclipuc and the corresponding oblique ascensions and ortive amplitudes.

422.18 (K 86b:24-87h:5). Men., 11:18-20 (Bj., 11:10,12). This proposition in

cludes Tb., 111:9, which is die generalization of 111:5 for two non-consecutive

arcs, and the analogous generalizations of Th., 111:6,7 and 8, which do not
ru’ arcs
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are commensurable with th interval between them, at’ I then the incommen
surable case Thus his p x s unlike tha Me a s

422.19 (K 87b:6-88b, Men,, 11’ 14,15 Bj, l ii I I’i is is a generalisa
tion of Th,, lIMO to th case of two equal n n crust ccii e a’s. In the same
way as 422.18, A1-Mu’tarnar distingtiislies hetw en a ‘c n K isurahie case and
an incommensurable case

422.20 (K 88b:10-89a I . M ‘n 111 22 icc a s n Ii p K use Arabic text,
97:23-98:26, Bj, 111 15h

422.21 (K 89a:ll 90h: 2 Mci., I L24,25 )l’j,, I11’l, but the text of
these propositions is diffezer r from that n Kr turn’ ‘ I lion \l Mu’taman be
gins by proving ‘fIt,, 111:11 )correspondtng to Men , 111.21, hut the text in
the lstjkmd/ is differt nt f that it Ki to e e Ii c - n that n Thi -

odo,ius’ hherics).

Information on the sissing a I of tI c si ti mc
in the proofs of 422 3 and 422 4 the following I set it sumed, the su n

of two sides of a sphetwal Isiangle is greatet than the tlctt’ii ,ide (Men, 1:5):
two spherical triangles at’ tngr em if It r ti e I ‘ r c ual or if two
sides and the enclosed angle ste equal (Men , 1:4). Thenc ftc-tn must have been
procen in 422.1 and -L22,

Species 43
Title: ‘The third Spit k o i he fo ir Ii sp c. s

cylinders and cones. It Is divided into tw s ‘ctiotis
Note: For a general disco sk q this sp ci sc

of Al-Mu’taman and tI e “o;i6 of Apellonius”

Section 431
Title: “The first section on finding the sections itt i ii their princip proper

ties, (the sections he ng 01 1 ornbintio 2 ( I) ‘ 4 6

Number of propositions r nknown, at least 21
Extant: the beginning of if set lion until the rniddk of -131 3 in K 90b-92h;

the middle of 431 11 until the mid lie f 13 2 K 5f f illowed b
11 3a-120h; part of a pruposttiotm with a higher nu’nhe’ in K 53.

Subject: elementary o e tic. I cent s c
Sources: Apollonitis, (‘ouc.s, Books 1, 11, ill’ pc rilaps I h3h bn Qitrra On

the Sctjoni of th C/im er tc efinitions onin A) hi ‘t to at i neralized a few

theorems in the (.‘onic ‘ci in ‘It di the cast’ ot tI c
An index of Arabic technical terms in corn sic’ ions ci ound in Conw.c

\‘-VIl, ed. and tr T n cc ci
Propositions, the sect’on I c’g’ns si jilt t c’ follewilig K) tin tons
“If there are in two pant It ine, is o co a hxc

, d if o,ce draws

P

cc ‘tiotis of rnnnd
iF )fl

‘ 14-15).

‘itt t hc. Istrkmaj
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in them two parallel diameters, and if one joins the endpoints of the diameters

on the same side by a straight line, and if the two diameters are rotated around

their centres in their planes, being (always) parallel, together with the straight

line joining their endpoints on their circumferences, until it returns to the point

where the motion began, then I call the solid contained by the two circles and

the surface drawn by the straight line which was rotated on their circumfer

ences a cylinder I call the two circles on which (the line) was rotated the two

bases of the cylinder. I call the line which was rotated the side of the cylinder.

I call the line joining the centres of the two circles the axis of the cylinder.

I call the cylinder (a) right (cylinder) if the axis is perpendicular to its base.

I call it oblique if the axis is not perpendicular to it” (K 90b:18-91a:5). The

same concepts are defined in Thãbit ibn Qurra, On the Sections of the Cylinder

(tr. Bozenfeld, 196) hut the wording is by no means identical. It is therefore

possible but not certain that Al-Mu’taman used this source.

Al-Mu’taman then defines the following concepts in the same way of Book

I of the Conies: the conic surface and its apex and axis; the cone and its apex,

axis and base; the right cone (the definition of the oblique cone is omitted

in the extant text of the Iltikmdl, probably by scribal error, because the con

cept is used); the diameter, vertex and ordinates of a curve; the transverse di

ameter, vertices, erect diameter and ordinates of a pair of curves in one plane;

conjugate diameters of a curve or a pair of curves in one plane; the axis of

a curve or’a pair of curves in one plane; conjugate axes of a curve or a pair

of curves in one plane. (The definitiuns for a curve and a pair of curves are

only used in cases where the curve conic section, and the pair of curves

consists of the two branches of a modern hyperbola.)

PropositionS in the first fragment (K 9 Ih-92):

431.1 çK 9 ih:l-19). “(ml every cylindrical or conical solid which is cut by

a plane through its axis or through one of its sides, the resulting section is

a figure contained by straight lines, It is not possible that the round surface

is cut bya plane not through one of its sides in such a way that the intersec

non of it and the round surface is (a figure) contained by straight lines” (Gener

alization of Con., 1:3),
Corollary (K 91h:17-19): “(For) every two points on a round surface, not

on one straight line with the vertex of the round surface, the line joining them

falls inside the round surface. If it (the line) is extended, it falls outside the

surface” (Con., 1:2). The reference to the “vertex” shows that Al.Mu’iaman

forgot to state the theorem for the cylinder.

431.2 (K 0 lh:20-92a:2$). “(l’or) every cylindrical or conical solid which is

cut by a plane through the axis, and such that a point is marked on the inter

sectIon of that plane and the plane of its base or on the rectilinear extension

round solid, not on the side of the plane p ssinp throu r)w ixic, and then)
we draw from that pe ii oaallct c r’ tu the bast
or to its (rectilinear) ext noon I sat that) t t hne rats frot hat point, meets
the plane drawn through the axis, and if it is extended on the other side until
it meets the round surface, then it still he bisected las ib pi 10 “. The theorem
is a generalization of (.n I in *iudi sg th so ii ‘ii A1-Mu’tama
denotes points in the fig lies I exauly th art e t tat a’ e Aiahic trans
lation of the Conici. lie then proves a corollary to the i te’r that every section
of a cylinder or cone has a diameter. It is further stated that in a right cylinder
or cone this diameter i ‘rp iiculai to it ml es at bliquc eylindc t

or cone this is only the se hi axial i IC ii or n licular to the
cutting plane is also perpendicular to th base ( smpa (‘C 1.7)

431.3 (K 92a:25-02b, text breaks off) “F’s cry s trfacc of a clinder or cone,
which is cut by a phit thin rb its otis t (xi I na i base and also
cut by a plane perpen I ti laos c tsi - 5 i is in such a
way that its intersection ‘th the plane di ss is iii it)’) e t i cuis off from

the plane drawn through the axis a figure on the sid of tis tie’s, such that
<its> angles are equal u the angles of the tige re . I )ugh the axis,
parallel or opposite, the I e tiol ptodttc r, s I is a circle
It is not possible to cit tile nod s ufaci v 1 Ai. a’ or p itior so

that it (the result) is a ircle K (i)ri.25.(2h: Ii fiti ci not tr

cuhir sections of a cone ant tvi ndcr is a penn nih” t or

corre ted some scribal I, lot t tin text

Propositions in the SCcOild tI agmetli
431.11 tK 9 3a-h: 31, figures in K 04a, use etinrlci.tt ii it triO the hegintsing

of the proof are missinl ) On sitsiders a ‘t ‘peti F litp viuli ‘eritre 7
and a diameter which I i e t ii 0 sc t t e A i it is trai’s
versum of the diatnetet thus A is 00 tile C ihpsc 0 0 tIlt ppustte branch
of the hyperbola). Otse choes poini C on the cottu ..nctron and one draws
the tangent at C, st hict tIle,” ‘h dianne - .,

I a’ lit’ dinate CF to
meet the diametet at I I r p i B a I I c’ s II t Gl which
intersect GI) at N and 6 resi in rl and ion u / e di, vs the “second
diameter” miz’r (as defined to (‘vi., 1:1 I to. lion tani’s ill 5;)) meets Hi’ at
K, and I. is on the secoini diarnete” such h at (7 \B I the notations
4 ant r for the latin tr ii ‘rs i All a ld t o i rot turn. ‘lb
following properties at in in i c itt 1’ 1) /112

hiZ’I.D:EG2=d:r Cot,, 137, ZK.ZI . /7 , ) (* r.d (‘nt:.,

i:38(: (3) TI . III K1.L7, riot ‘ntetltlo’rn’) ‘1rr’O5’ h 1’ ,it,’”Oi’l

of it. and such that fri i un. 4mt’tt a per( etldtcuia is
tile base, and (such that therertpon a poitnt in marked

i an n in the plane of
Ott the surface of the

(tints of the cir

1:4 5 9. 1 have
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no awareness of the fact that (3) is only valid for the ellipse>; (4) EG:ED’=

(r:dL(EZ:EG) (Con., 1:39); (5) GL:LK=(d:r)(ZL:LG) (Con., 1:40); (6)

AMBN=Z112 (proved in Con., 111:42). According to a marginal remark to

K 93a:28, (1) is “proved in the beginning of the proposition”. It is therefore

likely that the preceding list is a complete table of contents of 431.11.

43112 (K 94a:1-94b:23). A very long preliminary theorem on three parallelo

grams in an ellipse or hyperbola, C’on., 1:41. Al-Mu’taman remarks at the end

that a similar theorem holds for triangles.

431.13 (K 94b:23-95h:31, continued on 113a:1-7). “(For) every line tangent

to the conic, such that one draws from the point of contact in the parabola

a line parallel to the axis and in the other (conics) a line joining the centre

with the point of contact, that line is also a diameter of the conic section”,

etc. The fundamental theorem on transition to new diameter for the ellipse,

parabola and hyperbola and the construction of the latus rectum: Con., 1:46,

47,49,50. The corresponding theorem for “opposite sections”, that is, for the

two branches of the hyperbola (Con., 1:48,51), is not treated explicitly, although

it is used in 431,14. At the end of 431.13 here is a special discussion of the

major and the minor axis of the ellipse and of their latera recta (Con,, 1:15).

431.14 (K I 13a:8-1 13h:24).”Every line which intersects a conic section and

s. hich is bisected by its diameter is parallel to the tangent drawn through the

vertex of that conic (i.e. the “vertex” corresponding to the diameter), if it (the

line) does not pass through the centre in the case of the ellipse”, etc. (Con..

11:5,6,7,28,36). A1-Mu’taman also proves that the line joining the points of con

tact of two parallel tangents to an ellipse or to “opposite sections” is a diameter

of the ellipse or the opposite sections (compare Con., 11:27, 31). This is fol

lowed by a summary of Con., 11:29. Corollaries: (‘on., 11:44,45. Note that con.,

11:7 is stated in the enunciation but not actually proved in the text.

431.15 (K 1 l lb:25-1 I 4h:4). “We want to demonstrate ho we find the axis

of an’ (conic) section we want, and its centre”. It is also proved that the para

liola cannot have more than one axis and that the hyperbola and ellipse can

not have more than two axes. Con., 11:46,47,48.

431,16 (K 1 14h:5- I 15a:20). Consider two points A and B on a conic sec

tion, and suppose that the tangents at A, B intersect at C. Let S he the mid

point of AB. Through C draw a line meeting AB at £ and the conic section

at I) and Z. Through Z draw a line ZSIIO meeting the conic again at II and

the line through C parallel to AB at 0. Then ZG:GD = ZE:ED and Z0:011

ZS:S11 (Con., 111:37,38). The theorem is proved in 431.16 for the parabola,

hyperbola and ellipse, but not for the circle and the opposite sections. It had

already been proved for the circle in 313.6,

43117 (K ii 5b: i-li (b:7). “If there is an ellipse and its major axis (All)

is divided at a pont (Z) such that the rectangle contained by the two parts

(AZ ZB) is equal to the i sctangle cm Is n d I v ii. d i s latus recti i

and if the axis is also divided in two other p iris Cs I is i e (i e at El s C 1

that All BZ and 1 II / . then ti sum o vets iw lines drawn ft
the dividing points (7 11 sod nieeti i it the cot se n in is equ to th
major axis”. That is v sa / il at the s im of I e i al is lances of every poir’
on the ellipse is equal t the major axis I hits prop SitIon adapted from Coo
111:52, and the proot i ì hides s onclenser) vs rsior s I . m 11145-50 The ISIS

of the hyperbola are ak treated in l’s n . I I 52. hi do in the extant pa. t

of the 1sf’rnäl fhe I ocu of the arahol xc us i I i the conies not t

the extant part of th ?stf i;al at d ibm - i, i v’ I ‘I at it was Clean I
in a part of the 1.stzk, 2! hich h us ss lost

431.18 (K 11 6b.8 1111 .fl. ‘(I or) cvs ry hue drawn fiorn t point on rh hvp

bola, tangent to thc I p rh ii and xte ide I uP e IrlI o’l both sides of ii

diatneter through that pot it, s Ii di it tIn squ sic of cIt of the two pa Cs

is equal to one-fourtl if flw figurs pi du,ed by ills’ niuh ‘phcation of that di
atneter with its crest (side), II e lines drawn ito diet s ott of the (conic) sr’
ton to the two endpou is of thc t anc it do ‘ i I P ‘ sonic”, ets. U5 ft i.

non of the asymptotes of a hr perU Ia an I p s o I P ‘ irv ii orem ((o

11:1,2,3,9,8.10) Used ii 5)1 1-2

431.19 (K 11 7h. 1-1 Sa’2) if two p Cints ar& n’u sl n s hyperbola s d
(if) there are drawi r m eat Is if theni t it ci lins s p’u nih to the ho n dr
rum the other x liii i d sn I ‘sp t I .s, ‘flip’ 0 ‘ if ‘et tlii’ rectangle on

rained by one of die I n ‘s draw ii i rum inc if ih psei :‘ a id the orhes ‘“‘c
drawn from it is equal to the rcctangli’ s lint i ii ‘I other lnie draw :t

from the other point’ (‘on 11:12), Al Mu ,snt i. ‘ en ,us e 111 4 3.

Used in 511.1.

431.20 (K 11 8a. 3. C). If a conjug .s c di r s posite SC ctions

a transverse diameter of anothsr (pair of if p i it ‘ s s intl if the I
transverse diametet is a o 9ugats dianis icr o i U ‘ ir of oppos’ts ‘

lions, then each pad s I opf C sits sect 11)11 i iilc P p a is’s tions c mIss) a c
to the other pair of ‘site s tix s 1’ e I nt-s w 1 icl P “ot fall on i.e Pit

asymptotes of) o’ie thit’ four sect ions if extec ski) i’s tIle direction of tt

angle at which the1 nis ci, do not fall on it s of t use f5’ conjugate sect ions

The definiton of cotilagats’ hyperbola is 1 (0, and the quo,

theorem is probed to II. 1”. Assc isIs ig
,

‘ft temark, thi se us
t her theorems ((kn. 11 0 21,l5 art ‘s rolls ii s di po don

431.21 (K I ISa:, 1 lSb’ 16) I’he fOllowing ps i’r I $nts on tlt
opposite sectiot S II CI h ma fouls s itt’ nun I s p ‘ito so out’ hr c

of a h perbola ud s s t iglit I mt tI t oiiIi If flit ru’ ‘is tie tW’ asyflipis C

at U and 7 and li ‘ In aisli ti I’, Ut: El)) I ((‘CCc II I U
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ii C Ia md th
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431,10. 1 ‘lementarv propeunes of a tangent a di uie so ‘brough the point
of contact, and the ordinate thu ough tht p01st of nutas 1
enees in 431,11, K P Ia I P 411 12 K 11db i r b 1
bola), K 11 9a: 14 lii ,‘

Because 431,25 is the Ii ri in ii fo the is u o
central conic making a given ariple wit ii the cli’uunctet ‘t
was the construction itse f. cli ch is given in (oe 11 ‘1 5
ber of the propositlon in the I rigm ni K 5 Ia h ‘n ‘t h
Al-Mu’taman prohabk expl Hoed in a miss op part oi is
tion of the hyperbola s i h in is IT pt ies SC S I
ibis construction is used in 4 32 . 5 31 3 a 11

IIDDTAG2,where AG is half of the transverse diameter parallel to }IDZT

(variation on Con,, 11:11). Used in 5113.
431.22 (K 118h:17-l 19a:15; the number “23” in the margin of 118b is a

scribal error). “We want to demonstrate how we draw from a point not on

the (conic) section and not on the axis a tangent to a known (conic) section”

(Con., 11:49).
431.23 (K 119a:16-120a:6). “We want to demonstrate how we draw a tan

gent to the assumed (conic) section producing with its axis an angle equal to

an assumed acute angle, on the side of the vertex of the (conic) section” (Con.,

11:50).
431.24 (K 120a:7-120b:2). The hyperbola approaches its asymptotes indefinite

ly (Con., 11:14).
431.25 (K 120b:3, text breaks off at the end of 120h). Necessary condition

(diorismos) lot the possibility of the construction of a tangent to an ellipse mak

ing a given angle with the diameter through the point of contact (Con., 11:52).

Al-Mu’taman uses exactly the same letters as the Arabic translation of the Conies

to denote points in geometrical figures

Third fragment (K 53a-h): This consists of part of the construction of a hyper

bola or ellipse with given latus transversum, latus rectum and angle of ordinates

in Con , 1:55-58. There are three marginal references in K 53h to “the fourth

proposition of this section”. In all cases, the reference belongs to a passage

in the text where Con., 1:13 or 21 is used (for the ellipse). This means that

“the fourth proposition of this section” must be 431.4 (see the information

on missing parts below), so the fragment in K 53a-b must belong to section 431.

Information on missing parts of section 431:

The gal) between 431.3 and 431.11 can in part be restored by means of

marginal references to missing propositions. The following list is based on a

detailed analysis of such references:
431.4. Fundamental properties of the ellipse: Con., 1:13 and the corollary

Con,, 1:23 for the ellipse only References in 431.11, K 93a:17; 431.12, K

94a:25; 431.16, K lOOn:11.
431.5 ?
431.6. Fundamental property of the parabola: Con., 1:11 and the corollary

Con.. 1:20. Reference in 432.18, K 102a:16.

431.7 Fundamental property of the hyperbola: Con., 1:12 and the corollary

Con., 1:21 for the hyperbola. References in 431.11, K 93a:8-, 431.12, K

94a:25; 432.16, K 99h:27.
131.8 One or more theorems on conjugate diameters, including Con . 1:15.

Reference in 431.11, K 93a:20.
431.0 ) (Perhaps the introduction of tangents in Con., 1:17,32).

Section 432
Title: “The second cc-i lout V the thirc: spt cies of

properties of lint s, an k ui s irf ias 6
tions in combination” ‘1< ‘ 4:i.2 i also K Pob Id

Number of proposituor 2I B xl ant 43 3 2
4 32.7-432,23 (in K 56,5 C,5 P6 103)

Subject’ the minimal su ‘aighi I toe drawn I -mn a g:’ cii p an
section, theorems on ci 0 .t 4 melt a and la r
orems on similar conic Sc cCtouus, tlueoremnc on urt ace ICC.’ Cs
segments of conic sect lot

Sources: Apollonius. (.0 ii ‘C V \‘ll,Vl lbr iuiu u Siu Sn u I m lr(troi ol ticPa,alsola. There is also : steniaI of onideni dietl 0r CC ‘‘li 1b CISIS doe to Al
Mu’i sman himself

Propositions in the first In um.’i u.
432. 1 (K 54a:4-54b. IS If a pC nt i marked in P xi . I a (n. nut sec

tion, and its distance t C tin’ tnt a ot th5 fe so sc ii ii . u I t I ut tht
laws rectum, and (ii) lines am i or two from Ii us CISC .cei 1(115 ‘n the shortesi

C SC a IC art i’ p
CISC proof

of them is t he line dr ss (Ii ci Pm It S -

it will be less than tI’ cc t , rihei a sac” Suuuiunu,iis (5
includes C%m., V.1-I.

432.2 (K 5gb, 1 6-72a’ 7 is 11) uci I be susi Ii CCI C
the axis, anti let the peu neC duew IC 10 the ii npi’ui a
B. (‘The “axis” is suppose I I ii ailsVet C’ \
major axis ol the ellipse ‘I’ ien 1’’P i a i’iiiiimai CC
to the conic Among P e n - it so Ii ow I It ‘I
to F’I are shorter than Ps I as (alt! en’ tio n I’ I H’
to the axis, Then for the pai 1o Ca 71 is a u’t o a
of thi axis If the C soc c C e h Ia ci i1 1
equal to the ratio of tht h.o in a auu-s 0 the i,t ‘ ‘su’: ‘ H the
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This proposition is a summary of Con., V:8,9,10,1315,2729

432.3 (K 72b:14-73a7). “If a point is marked on the shortest line we men

honed, in one of the three (conic) sections, and if lines are drawn (from that

point) to the conic section, then the shortest of them is the line on the side

of the (conic) section between that point and the endpoint of the line (i.e. the

shortest line mentioned above), and (lines) nearer to it are shorter than (lines)

farther away” (Con., V:7,12).

432.4 (K 73a:8-22). “If a point is marked outside a (conic) section on th

line joined with the shortest line, if it is extended rectilinearly, then the short

est line falling between that point and the conic on both sides is the line which

is joined rectilinearly with the shortest line, and among the remaining lines,

(the lines) nearer to it are shorter than (the lines) farther away” (Con., V:34).

432.5 (K 73a:23-73h, continued on 55a-55b:l1, the rest of K 55h is filled

with the figures of this proposition). “II there are a known (conic) section and

a known point, not on the section, how do we find the shortest line drawn

from it to the section”. The text considers sever cases: (a) the “known point”

E is on the axis. The minimal straight line is found by means of 432.1-4; (b)

E is inside the conic, not on the axis (the axis meaning the transverse axis

of the hyperbola and the major axis of the ellipse); (c) E is outside the conic,

riot on the axis. In cases (b) and (c), Al.Mu’tamafl constructs the endpoint A

of the desired minimal straight line PA as the point of intersection of the conic

and an equilateral hyperbola, in the same way as Apollonius in Con., V:62-63

(for the second case) and Con., V :58-61 (for the third case) - Used in 511.3.

Propositions in the second fragment:

432.7 (K 56a:1-24). The beginning of the proposition and the beginning of

the proof are missing. In the extant part the following is proved: (a) the sum

of the squares of two conjugate diameters of an ellipse is equal to the sum

of the squares of the axes (Con , VH:12); (h) the difference of the squares of

pair of conjugate diameters of the hyperbola is equal to the difference

of the squares of the conjugate axes (Con., VII: 13); (c) Con., VII: 15; (dl

Con., VIl:18. A marginal reference in 432.8 (K 57h:31) to 432.7 shows that

the contents of Con., VII: 6-7 were proved in a part of 432.7 that is now

nii ssing.
432.8 (K 56h:1-efld, continued on 52a-52h:6). The very long enunciation of

this proposition is composed of the enunciations of Con., V1I:21, 22, 23. It

begins as follows: “if there is a hyperbola and its transverse axis is greater

than its erect axis, then the transverse diameter of each pair of conjugate di

ameters among its other diameters is greater than the erect diameter of them

(the pair), and the ratio of the greater axis to the lesser axis is greater than

the ratio of the transverse diameter of the remaining conjugate diameters to

the erect diameter .. ci The proofs of ( o , VII .2 ‘2 sod 23 are followed
by the contents of C z 11 .5, in the s rot f sa of usp gate diameters

432.9 (K 52h:7.24) This roposition. which corresi ends to the second half
of Con., VI1:24 and the 1i h of (osz , VI 1:2 p ye h ems for the ellipse
which correspond to most of t se theorems an 4 2 8 fo I I s perhola. The enun
ciation begins as follows ‘Pir I every ell:pse, the latin of t re major axis to the
minor axis is greater tha I a of tIrs ,r ci h ii f conjugate di
ameters to the lessei , amid tli, ratio of the greater di irnete’ ‘a Isich is nearer to
the major axis, of any pair of coup gate diameters smong the diameters, to the
lesser diameter conjugat t s grea er I ai se tt P e greater diameter
farther front the major axis, of any paii of conjugate deinseters, to the lesser
diameter conjugate with ii and the line epa al t us iws axe if the3 are added,
is less than the line eqi r any conjugate n i d nit “rs . “ etc.

432.10 (K 52h:25 .31, con iniind & ii a I, co sun led 96:m: 1-3 1). This
proposition contains tI trs tIe is if Con VI 32 to 1,o1 3 35 (hyperbola)
and of a corresponding theorem for the llrp c ik I a stated explicitis
in the Conics. The enuticialion btgins a foilowv In ea’r ni parabola. ellipse
or hyperbola, of whiel (1 erbola the toil verse r e t less than half
its latus rectum, the labs rectum of Its axis is less than .h5 laws rectum of
ans’ of its diameters, and t hr atus rectum of a’s of ii dii net ens nearer to
it (the axis) is less that h Itt reel 2 d fl( farther from it.
Except when the diameter I Sr the axis o( the h5 pet bela) i less than half its
laws rectum Then there arc on the two Cdt s t the a Is ttt o diameters, each
of which is equal to hat it lot is rectur . e

432.11 tK 96b:I.97o: I 5 The theorem hegii s as (nfl sw “If the latera recta
of paraholas are equal an I th angles ,f om linata s ft n ii e parabolas arc
equal and similar”, etc 1 is i fo wed I, th cc ver at d .i. rresponding
theorems for hyperbolas and ellipses (Con VI: 1 .2. Ia, sea ni ‘foomer, 274)
Eqa ality and similarit3 C co irs irt not Ic er ‘0 & I nit text

432.12 (K 97a: 16-97h’ 2 “If part of a ko na) section hills n i part of another
(conic) section so as to fit on it, the (first rentct sectiel to die (second
conic) section” (Con V $

432.13 (K 97b: 3-221 ‘ l.a na parihola is similar I’) & ve”y carabola” (copied
front Con., VI:1l).

432 14 (K 97b’23 )8a 3) ( ole) sen in ‘a i a’ olas such that
the figures constructed on their axes are C rlila , are ii si shut If the (conic)
sections are similar, the (igurs on the axes or sit lot ‘ if VI 12. At the
end of the proposit jolt tI rr t . on ill an t rIm I (en t Consider
two conics of the same is pe ellij res or hvpet hol s’ I it - icli conic a di
ameter. Let the diama tel 10 s t ale ft 5k at spe ti el . I r
the Istera transversa he BA a id ( G that Is if e I n ncr an elltps.
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the diameter intersects it at A and B; if the first conic is a hyperbola, the
diameter intersects it at A and the other branch at B, etc.). Let K and T be
points on BA inside the first conic and let S and 0 be points on QG inside
the second conic such that BA:AK = QG:G0 and BA:AT = QG:GS. “Inside
the conic” means inside the cone producing the conic section. Draw ordinates
KI, Til, OD, SN toward the conies. Then KI:T1I =OD:S5’l. The corollary is
used in 432.18.

432.15 (K 98b: 1 -99b:5). “if tile figures of (conic) sections other than para
holas, constructed on diameters other than the axes, are similar, and the an
gles of ordinates are equal, then the (conic) sections are similar”, and converse
ly. The proof is adapted from Con., VI:13. The text continues (K 98b:27-29):
‘Again, if the figures constructed on the axes are similar and if (two) diameters
GL, FM are drawn, such that their angles of ordinates are equal, then I say
that tile figures constructed on them are also similar”. The proof of this state
ment is followed by theorems on similar segments of conies (Con., VI. 18,23).
In K 9811:23. Al Mu’taman uses a theorem of which he says that it “has been

explained in tile first book” fi i-si/i ai-awwai). The theorem in question is 313.5.
432.16 (K 90b:6-lOOa:25). “If parallel planes intersect a cone, tile resulting

sections in it are similar” (Con., Vl:26,27).
432.17 (K 100a:26-100h:20). “(In) every (conic) section, its axis bisects its

surface (area), If a segment is cut off from it, one can find in it another seg
merit equal and similar to it. In the ellipse, every diameter bisects its surface
ond its circumference”. Similar properties are proved in Con, V1:4,5,7.

432. 18 (K 1001:21-10111:2), “(For) every two segments of parabolas, or seg
ments of hyperbolas or ellipses such that the ratio of tile transverse (dianleter)

(If one (segment) to its diameter is equal to the ratio of the transverse diameter
(of tile other segment) to its diameter, the ratio (If tile surface (area) of one

of the segments to tile surface (area) of the other (segment) is equal to tile

ratio of the triangle with base the same as the base of the first segment and
vertex the sanle as the vertex of it to the triangle inscribed in the other seg
ment with the same base and vertex”. The vertex (If a segment of a conic is

the point at which the tangent to the conic is parallel to the base of tile seg

ment. The “diameter’ of the segment is the line segment joining the vertex
with the midpoint of tile base. For a hyperbola and an ellipse, tile “transverse”

(diameter) of a segment is the latus transversum belonging to the diameter of
the segment. I have not seen the term “transverse” (diameter) of a segment
lii any text other than the Istkmai. Nw proposition is used in 432. 19. The
t heorem and proof for the parabola are found in Ibrahml ibn Siniin. Ortadin
tine of the Pa;ahoia, prop. 2.

432.19 (K 10 lb:3-102a:2) “Two segments (If 000 (conic) Section are eqttal
if he (conic) section is a parabola and if their diameters are egrial if it is

O )t a parabola, and u rat) I tho tansy
ments to its diamet pa tin. t t
other (segment) to t imt t I en c e
nology see 432.18 ci in 43 20 ‘iid 4 L

432.20 (K lO2a. 3 ‘Fin. s itface (a ea t 1’ 5001 lent of a parab Iais equal to one and oio third ti ‘ne tile sur)n.t area 0 the triangle with tin.same base and vertex” This theorem Was proved In. ‘\rs ho modes and a number of Arabic authors Ab-Mi ‘taman’s proof is lncnircd hs I brallin i11i1 Sinan.uai,ytu,’e of the Para/2 /0. plop 3
432.21 (K iO2a’24 ( b

. “W want to dot
a pat ahola a segment ii in a n.i (a know
its vertex is a knon. i t” I so 4 0

432.22 (K 102b,7 2 , I I
eqi ai to a given segi of a 011 55 tin 2 ii
ment (of a conic set p n” .1 hays 0 1(1 cOlt 4 sO? 1
fortunatelt

, One of the fOllon. ing asstllnprions hn.s n.
segnlents belong to parabola5,or 2) the gis en cgmeut
holas or to ellipses, and t 110 ratio of tilt’ 2 atflctcl 0
corresponding trailsI ess” is 05)11:11 to tin n.itio t
segment to the correspo 151100 ‘it isSt 550”
‘l’h refore tile consti u s i t go o i

432,23 (K lOia’6 10 ) Hi ncr
sections of the same 1 r i r tio f th lint
one of thenl to tile line the 11115 500 1)0 (011
of the arc lengths) is ocual to t In. rat to but ‘a coti

Information on missing parts
It is ‘ikeiy that 432 0 belonged to 1 Ito silmm lit

Vii, but I have fonnd no irther indicatis n a t -

0 ts of (00111 1
I Ii I ontatnir

In. o in c the ratio
J1,’ sten.”

of ‘h l’s’: no
. V or Con.,

i of 11 i n s on 1 t
(‘1 f1 1)412

ci’mE,inatton ot ‘Otshs 5 t’OI’it’ : iac’ illd thor
11 dod into 15 ‘ Oct in K 1

Section 511

‘l’itle “Tile first sect n an

ones hat foiloss” (K I ( K
ln ate,

II “ 101’
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Number of propositions: 8. The complete section is extant in K 104a-108a.

Subject: preliminary constructions by means of conic sections.

Sources: Ihn al-ilaythan, Optics. Book V; Eutocius’ commentary on Archi

medes, On the Sphere and C’tlinder, 11:1,4; there is also material of unidentified

origin.
On this section, see my articles “Le roi-géomètre Al-Mu’taman jim 1164”,

“Four Constructions of Two Mean Proportionals” (text and translation of 511 B

and “AI-Mu’taman’s Lemmas for Solving Aihazen’s Problem” (text and trans

lation of 511 2-7).
Propositions:
511.1 (K 104a:6 105a:2). “We want to demonstrate how we find two lines

between two lines in continued proportion”. Four constructions of two mean

proportionals between two given lines are given: (a) by means of two parabolas,

çh) by means of a parabola and a hyperbola, (c) by means of a parabola and

a circle, (dl by means of a hyperbola and a circle. Constructions (a) and (b)

are derived From Eutocius’ commentary to Archimedes, On the Sphere and

(linder, 11:1 (see, for the text of Eutocius. Archimedes, ed. lleiberg, vol. 3,

78-84: tr \‘er Eecke, 603-607). Eutocius attributed (h) to Menaechmus. Con

struction d), which is probably of ancient origin, occurs in many slightly differ

ent forms in the Arabic geometrical literature (see Knorr, Textual ,S’tzidiei,

25 1-265) Construction (c), which is new to the literature, may have been the

work of Al-Mu’tarnan. Used in 512.9 and in the last proposition of 52.

5 11.2 (K 105a: 3-21). “We want to demonstrate, if two intersecting lines are

known in position and if a point is assumed between those lines, ho\s we draw

from the assumed point a line that meets them, such that the part of the ex

tended line intercepted by the two lines which are known in position is equal

to a known line”. In other words: an angle GDA, a point E inside it and a

segment A are given. Required to construct a straight line ETB which inter

sects GD at T and AD extended at B stich that TB A. The required line

is constructed h’ means ol a hyperbola. This proposition was adapted from

Ihn al-Ilaytham, Optics, Book V, where it appears as an auxiliary construction

in prop 33 in Risner’s Latin edition, 14 3-144, in Lemma 1 in Sabra. “lhn al

1 laviham’s Lemmas”, 3.16, Fig. 5, left side.

511 3 (K 1050:22-105h 14). “We want to demonstrate how we draw from

an assumed point on an assumed circle a line such that the part of it intercept

ed by the circumference of the circle and an assumed chord of the circle is

a line equal to an assumed line”, In other words: a circle, a point A on the

circunltereilce, a chord BC ol tIle circle and a segment I) are given. Required

to construct a straight line through A which intersects the circle at K ,tiicl BC

ot BC extended at T such that KT . 1). The solution is inspired by Jim al

I lavtham, OpticI, Book \1 (props 33-34 in Risner’s edition. 143 145; Lemmas

I and II in Sabra. ‘]br ii ivt in 1, ci rn 15 20 . 111 4, II .(
and 511.7.

511 4 (K 105b. 1510 i’ 1 th re r is’ ytt e c It a igie and
if there is on one of th ‘sde otiS unog thc ight i o the rectilinear
extension (of this side) ais assumed point how lo es 4’- 0. 5 a us it a line such
that the ratio of’ the t it 5 t c ept ‘ci it c to the part
of the side containing ti’ [to. a’! (4 not.’, the u

,
u.n o q us to an assumed

ratio)”. The italici7ed ls-nsgeur th enuncsatsor os,ine ‘u cn The problem
which is solved in the t -s

with right angle B, a point 1) ii BC or B( t’xtende’ts stud
tO Construct a straight ime thr ugh I) whit it r ‘‘ . Ac
BA extended at M soc ii 4 MK ‘K is eq iii ib
is derived from lhn a! liavihan ()1ths. 13 F P ups p it

145-146, 1 emnia 111 in Sal ,u, lh ii I lull list - 1 ssi s’
Al Mu’taman assumes ii 1 hot 11 is I be e in
where I) is between Jul and K ce 5 11. /

511.5 (K 106a9 106h 2t) us to 4 s s ‘ is
circle and two asstimed 0i5 I . ac’th eus one ol c’s ,ue”. ,,, u
how we draw from thetis t o iincs w hiclu cc’ ta ‘he s’
circle such that the tan a ut pottst ‘ i et

of intersection”. In othc s a’ as’ F It a cu dc and ta’s’ net:, 5
the circle are given, one us isle I to tonsis’ s-i [1 i at Ii a
the tangent to the circle a e t as Ii B
Ihn al-Flaytham, Optics, Be k \‘ ‘psx p. 36 s Kiss r” u’,), s as

IV in Sabra, “lhn al 11n1 thi ii’’ lemma “ I Ms s so
cial cast DC ‘ EG (C i,

511 6 (K lOOh:21-lOia. lou “Ve
surnee) circle, an assumed 4
we draw from it (the potu
a way that the part of it
assumed diameter is eq 1
centre and the end of the it
words: if a citcle with c’:s c
the circle are gtven, one s
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the assumed line is equal to an assumed ratio” In other words: Suppose that

two tays through point A, a point B on one of these rays, a point I) between

the two rays and a ratio arc given. One is asked to construct a straight line

through I) which intersects AB at K and the other ray through A at G such

that GK:KB is equal to the given ratio. The proposition is a generalization

of Ibn al-I lavtham, Optics, Book V (prop. 38 in Risner’s edition, 149-150,

Lemma Vi in Sahra “Ihn al-I laytham’s Lemmas”).

511.8 (K 107h:9-108a:2) “We want to demonstrate, if there is a known cir

cle, how we divide its diameter into two parts such that the ratio of the square

of its diameter to the square of one of the parts is equal to the ratio of the

other part plus half of its diameter to an assumed line less than half of its

diameter”. In other words, AB is the diameter of a circle, point G is on BA

extended such that AG = AB/2, F is a given point on segment AG. To con

strsict a point I) on segment AB such that AB2/BD2= DG/GE. An analysis

and a synthesis are given. The problem and its solution were taken from Eu

tocius’ commentary on Archimedes’ On the Sphere and cylinder, 11:4; F.utocius

attributes the solution to Dionysodorus. See Archimedes, ed. Ileiberg, vol. 3,

152 160; tr. Ver Locke, 649-65 3. Used in 52 11.

Section 512

Title: “The second section of the first species of the two species of the fifth

species, on the combination of solids and surfaces of solids with plane surfaces”

(K 108a:4-S).
Number of propositions: unknown, at least 14. The beginning until the mid

dle of 512.13 is extant in K 108a-1 12h.

Subject of the extant part: theorems on ratios of (the volumes of) pat allele

pipsds, pyramids, prisms; regular polyhedra inscribed in a given sphere

Sources: Liements, Books Xl, XII, XIII.

Propositions:
512.1 (K 108a:6-108h:6(. ‘9 in) every solid contained by parallel (plane) stir-

laces (i.e a parallelepiped). all opposite surfaces are equal and have parallel

sides. If it (the solid) is cut by a plane through the diagonals of two opposite

surfaces, the solid is bisected by it” (El., Xl:24,28),

512.2 (K 108h:7-24). “Every parallelepiped which is cut by a plane parallel

to two opposite surfaces is cut into two parts such that the ratio between them

is equal to the ratio between their bases “ (El., X1:25).

5 12.3 (K 10%b:25- 1 09a:22i. “If parallelepipeds are on the same base or on

equal hases and if their heights are of the same magnitude, ther (the solids

are equal” (Ill., Xl :20,30,31).

512 4 (K 109a:2 3- 109b4). “If the altitudes ci parallelepipeds are of the same

map mtude, the ratio bet we a I e paralic I ( pods ‘ci r I e Stiu betwee a

their bases” (11, Xl 32)
512.5 (K 109h 5 1 l0a qua ( i I arc inversely

prol ortional to the brights a ‘ base at ‘era I a tic he hotghts

the parallelepipeds are equt (El, XI. 34 (‘ot olla s a 1:’ XI 36, tb) “if

there are six lines such that the ratio of ‘he t ira ‘ the e and is equal to

the ratio ot the third is’ the tuurth conipounied ‘a oti the atio of the fifth

to the sixth, the solid cot tamed be the it ct au”tt a 5ixi ; equal to the

solid contained by the sec 3 t lard a a fib’ b a a “two equ

and rcuangular solids” i scorns t a 1 e of

512.6 (K I lOa’ 3 25) c t’a I i 101 t ant of the

thete is a (solid) ‘staple eqs (solid an k in set r itto bet’a cci

thetta is compounded of the ‘ a 0f the’s ‘Isle’” \ ‘ ‘al’- tt ‘a of El., XI’ 3

512.7 tK 1 lOa:2(s- lii a:2 . “If the lieisihss 0f ant tte ci pot amids are of the

same magnitude and ii their bases are trianpIe , h s’tasi: heist c’en them is equal

to ‘he ratio between their baec” tE/,, II 3 5”

512.8 (K 11 Ia, 311 I,t.)( In) evet; H tat wI s i pa as base a

(inscribed) pyrami I s ott i ( Xl lit Xli 9,8

and the portsm of 1 / , S
512 9 (K lila’)?- 111 b We wan is rictus h eonsnt uct

solid equal to a solid t Itis sri’s ‘n.igrait ide sad ‘.a ‘ 5oPd of kno’a t

sha;ae”. Uses 511.1.
512.10 (K lllh:5-2-T:

rair ida1 figure having lu

by an assu med sphere a
of the sphere is one nil

(Fl ,XITT’I 3)
512,11 (K 11 lb 25-( J a ) We si at dciii

cubical figure contained I ‘ ,t,utted cohere ‘s”

square of the diarnetet cit die phiere is t hi cc hnes

the cube” ii:l., XIII’ 15
512.12 (K 1 12a’6-24., ‘ \\ -‘ ant to 2 a artist ties

having eight triangular eq ii ar’s s 0 altar

we demonsteate tla it Ii e ii th I ‘t

tlae square of tlae ads. s 1 1 nrc aa ig
(1/, XTii:14),

512.13 (K 11 2a.25 11 2u . : h’te \i brc’aL at) \\, i. ‘Hcienle’tist”a,e

lion’ we construct a solid I iours i,tvtng t’,vcis e :st’rr: ,lCc’it,t, a ‘ ,rtct,li and euiu’t

gulan faces. rUnt ained be at a’ snrec1 spl e’ . \\“c cir’’o’tte’,l’,st the side

the figure with tweir c hae 1 1 ,ihalt ‘ ‘‘au t i i’s ii t is the rh’
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text breaks off near the end of the proof that the inscribed solid is a regular

dodecahedron. The part of the proof concerning the irrationality of the side is lost.

Note that Al-Mu’taman renders the constructions of the regular polyhedra

in the same way as the Arabic translations of the Elements, according to the

increasing number of faces.
Information on the missing part of the section:

The next proposition 512.14 must have been the construction of a regular icosa

hedron inscribed in a given sphere, and the proof that the side of the inscribed

regular icosahedron is the irrational segment called minor if the diameter of

the sphere is rational (El., XflI:16). Earlier, in 322.9, Al-Mu’taman had proved

that the square of the side of a pentagon plus the square of its diagonal is

equal to five times the square of the radius of the circumscribed circle, This

theorem occurs in “Bonk XIV” of the Elements (written by Hypsicles), where

it is used to prove that equal circles circumscribe the faces of a regular dodeca

hedron and icosahedron inscribed in the same sphere. It is possible that Al

Mu’taman rendered this and similar other theorems from Book XIV in the Istik

mat. In such a case the theorems would have to be placed in section 512.

Species 52
Title: “The second species of the fifth species on the combination of solids

and surfaces of round solids”, (K 122a:2-3). Instead of the italicized word spe

cies the manuscript has the word section as a result of scribal error.

Number of propositions: unknown, at least 13. The beginning of the section

until the middle of 52.12 is extant in K 122a-127b followed by K 121a-b. There

is another fragment, K 128, containing the very end of the last proposition.

Because the beginning of this proposition is missing we do not know its number.

Subject: surface areas and volumes of spheres and segments of spheres.

Sources: Archimedes, On the Sphere and cylinder, Books I and II (abbrevia

tion, .S&C); Euclid, Elements, Book XII. Al-Mu’taman tried to avoid all indirect

proofs by means of the following principle, stated in K 122b:27, 127a:1O-l 1:

“(If) two magnitudes (are) such that each one is greater than (any magnitude)

such that the other is also greater than it, and each one is less than (any mag

nitude) such that the other is also less than it, they are equal”- In general,

his proofs involving this principle are less careful than the corresponding in

direct proofs of Archimedes and Euclid.

Propositions in the first fragment:
52.1 (K 122a:4-123a:3).A set of propositions on the cylinder and cone and

inscribed and circumscribed solids, exactly the same as S&C, 1:9-12, and the

following consequence: “The product of the side of the round surface, if it

is the cylinder, times the arc of its base, and if it is a cone, times half the

arc of its base, is equal to its surface area” (K 123a: 1-3).

52.2 (K 123a,4-18), [verl r Fh. intl yl r e t e v ts cone (El.
XII:iO).

52.3 (K 123a: 19-1 23h S “(For) every two round c hod r such that their
heights are of the same at tu1 , r tub - - r rcrs’ the iatr,
between the bases (El . XII: 11), ( .orollarv: the sams theorem br cones.

52.4 (K 123b:9-25). “(In) ever’1 cylinder cut iv, a pi’rne pir iliel to the base,
the ratio of the two pa to cjlinder s e ii tI a the two pairs
of) the axes” (El., Xlii ij

52.5 (K 123b:26-1241y2i. ‘(a) For) every put of mr iv)c1li’idrical and coni
cal solids, the ratio of th d qt il t il ‘a . be eiphts compound
ed ith the ratio of the bases; (For) every pair ol similar cylinders, the
ratio of them is equal t th triplicate ratio f ub ‘ di tmor r af their bases
(c) (For) every pair of n t c nders, I ci xc as ii st y pr portional
to their heights, and if their bases are inversely piopor tiorial to their heights
the cylinders are equal. \nd all these thin’s are ‘also n ye I or tones The
orem (a) is not in the to en! 13) and (c re 1 1 15

52.6 (K 124b: 3- 125a:20) “ The surface of ever’, riphi c’, linds r excluding its
base is equal to the cirde of which the ra lii s is a ores r pr p irrional between
its side and the diamete o is I ‘rs , antI o I r ( ci n t eorems on the
surface areas of right cylinders cones and frusira .S&C 1 1 ,14, 15,16.

52.7 (K 125a:21-126a- 11) “if there are two o’v ci di ii t the surface area
of one of them is equal t I cc I tht tn c , I I at tbt perpendic
ular drawn from the centre of the base to one of the sides irt the first cone
is equal to the height of the thor cone, the cones a eq r ti” rod oilier prehmi

between the surface area of tire segment of tire spur r
of the circle of its bass”, -l he ‘ ‘otto of segmen
having the same base ar d ‘tt as tie c, ‘g ‘it

52.’) (K 126b:24-127a:2(’, fipur’ in K 127 1 “(For ci er sphere or sector
of a sphere, the cone will ace equal to is itt I I ‘rak t equal to its
radius is equal to the sp a r it in’ ( & C I - a (1 of ever’, pair
of spheres is equal to the triplicate ratio of the r dior toter - ‘It XII 16). Cord

nary theorems involving tlrt olum ‘s of rigi t r. I’s &
also proves a theorem corresponding to .S&C I: its for
by removing from one -one a s taller Cole ‘l1 the

528 (K 126a:12-126h 21 ‘hit surfacs. a ea t f xc
is equal to the circle, the radius f which is equal to ii
point at the vertex of tin’ segm nt to tir dt ‘urn ‘to

base” (S&C, 1:42,43) ( ro a icc 1 hr stir at ‘iii 1
area of a circle whose radio, is equal to rite hatrwt or
to say four times ti—c a”-’a a great sir h,- t’ ml
surface area of the cons of 011 segmer t ‘f s( a n

1’ ( Al-Mu’taman
soi d t liar is obraitred

cur ha’ and axs.
s n nt of a sphere

t hr e drawn from the
a I P circle of it

ci- rt equal to the
,r rho there, that i,

o ic’ 1-33), “Th
a tt, proportional

air I th surface area
a) ts the cone
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lanes: ‘(For) every cylinder such that its base is equal to a greatest circle in

the sphere and (such that) its height is equal to the diameter of the sphere,

its volume is one and a half times the volume of the sphere, and its surface

including the base is one and a half times the surface of the sphere” (c&C.

1:44, corollary).
5210 (K 127b:l-31, followed by 121a’l-3). The text on f. 127b is damaged

and therefore not completely legible to me. The proposition has exactly the

same contents as S&C, 11:2, Corollary: “And from this it is clear how we cut

off from a known sphere a segment such that the ratio of it to the cone of

the cylinder having the same base and height is an assumed ratio”. This is S&C,

117. Al-Mu’taman states correctly that the given ratio should not he less than

3:2.
52.11 (K 121a:4-6). “We want to demonstrate how we divide a known sphere

by a plane such that the ratio of the surface or volume of one of the segments

to the surface or volume of the other segment, as we like, is equal to a known

ratio, (.&C, 11:3,4). Uses 511.8.

52.12 (K 121a:27-121b, text breaks off). “If there is the surface of a

hemisphere and if its surface is equal to the surface of another segment, and

this segment is greater or less than a hemisphere, then the solid of the

hemisphere is greater than the solid of the segment of the sphere” (S&C, 11:9)

Second fragment:

52. (K 128a) contains the end of the construction of a segment of a sphere

similar to a given segment of a sphere and equal in volume to another segment

of a sphere. The construction, which is the same as that in .c&C, 11:5, depends

on 511*1. Because the fragment ends with the statement “the hook has end

ed”. it must have been part of the last proposition of section 52.

Information on the missing part:

Al-Mu’taman probably included ,S&C, 11:6, the construction of a segment of a

sphere similar to a given segment and with the same surface area as another given

segment. lie may or may not have included the remaining theorems 5&C, 11:1,8.

Appendix. Arabic title.s

‘l’bis appendix contains all Arabic titles of the species’and sections in the

geometrical part of lw Jt:kma1 References to the manuscripts can be found

in ( .hapter 5 together with tbc translations of the titles. I have added lull stops,

semicolons and commas for better legibility Words and passages that have been

r(’stor(’(l be me are in angular brackets < >
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